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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addres~~~ - the problem ·of extracting heat from 
sealed electronic enclosures. Typical industry practice is to 
use various air-to-air and air-to-liquid heat exchangers. 
These techni~ues are known to require costly custom designs. 
This thesis points out how one can apply heat pipe 
technology in the form of a v~por chamber to solve this type 
of problem. The details on tne destgn and testing of two 
prototype vapor chambers are ci'ted. 
Inc 1 uded in the text .are typi ca 1 industria 1 app 1 i cations 
that require sealed enclosures to protect their associated 
e 1 ectroni c contra 1 ha rd~ra re. A 1 so mentioned is some his tori ca 1 
background on heat pipesa 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
TODAY'S INDUSTRIAL MARKET 
In today•s industrial market place there is a continual demand 
to produce c0st effective products. One way in which the electronics 
producers have endeavored to satisify this need is by more sophis-
ticated control packages at competitive prices. Competition has 
forced the electronics manufacturer to invest hugh sums of money 
in research and development to provide more and more capability 
at lower prices. This increased capability at lower prices has 
manifested itself in shrinking package sizes as is witness the 
hand held calculator and larger digital and analog computer 
systems. 
TECHNOLOGICAL RESULTS 
Although technology has resulted in super sophisticated 
computer systems to be contained in high density packages, it has 
also resulted in creating very sensitive products. For example, 
many int~grated circuits begin failing e~ponentially above 70°C 
(158°F). Although at first glance_ this seems like a relatively 
high temperature compared to ambient room temperature, one must 
not lose sight of the fact that these integr~ted circuits are 
1 
2 
buried inside a high density electronic package. These high density 
packages are often accompanied by other similar packages in a system 
and these systems in today's applications are being subjected to more 
and more hostile environments. The reason for this subjection can 
best be understood by the following example. 
ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS . 
A typical computer system to control a hot ingot rolling mill 
in a steel mill cost approximately $150.000. This control system 
because of its heat sensitivity is installed in a specially 
designed environmental control room. It will cost upwards of 
$1,000.000 to wire .up the rolling ~ill to the computer control. 
The major reason for the high installation costs are due to 
extremely long signal wire runs and the special room to house the 
system control. The room, of course, insures proper temperature 
controls but, it also protects the various electronic circuits 
from conductive dirt that will ca~se failure. Similar examples 
can be cited for the control systems required in the petro-chemical 
industry where corrosive vapors and potential explosions result 
in high installation costs. Some process control manufacturers 
have attempted to solve the high installation costs in hostile 
environments by placing their electronic controls in various 
1 MEMA-rated sealed enclosure . These sealed enclosures are 
then placed closer to the actual process they are controlling. 
TYPICAL HEAT TRANSFER TECHNIQUES 
Some of the ways that process control manufacturers have 
attempted to maintain safe operating temperatures for their 
electronic packages in se~T~~enclosures afe by installing 
various air-to-air and air-to-liquid heat exchangers. These 
heat exchanging techniques often require custom designs for 
each enclosure. These devices often require as much as 30% 
of the available enclosure space. The prime movers required 
to move the various working fluids often add to the heat load 
that they were intended to remove. The heat exchangers employing 
a liquid working fluid require the end us~r of the system to 
install costly remote supply lines or if the system is closed 
a more costly self-contained circulating syst~m results. The 
various mechanical elements in these heat exchangers are subject 
to wear and must have· continual maintenance to insure they do not 
cause a catastrophic failure in the system under control. 
PROPOSED HEAT EXCHANGER CRITERIA 
There is a definite need for a heat exchanging device that 
3 
will effectively insure safe operating temperatures for high density 
computer control systems. Further, in order to be a cost effective 
control system in todays market it must be able to operate in 
extremely hostile envi~onments. 
A heat exchanging device capable of operating effectively 
under the aforementioned conditions should have the following 
design characteristics: 
1. The device should be able to work in conjunction 
with a sealed e~~losure such as NEMA-12o 
2c If the device requires prime movers it would ·be 
desirable that they do not add to the heat load 
of the enclosure. 
3. It would be highly desirable that the device re-
quire a minimum of enclosure volumeo 
4o The device should be applicable to a variety of 
enclosure designs without requiring major changes. 
5o The device should operate under a closed system 
not requiring external system supply lines. 
6. The device should be abl~ to transfer high heat 
rates when small temperature differenc€s exist 
between internal and ambient operating conditions. 
7. The device should be able to be manufactured in ·a 
cost effective manner. 
After extensive study and first hand experience in trying to 
effectively cool sophisticated computerized control systems the 
author feels that the only heat transfer device known today that 
would satisify the above design criteria would be some form of 
the device commonly referred to as a 11 Heat Pipe. 11 
BASIC HEAT PIPE OPERATION 
A heat pipe within a given temperature range performs like 
a high conductance thermal conductor. This device has been 
4 
referred to as; a thermal siphon, reflux con~ensor, thermal diode, 
5 
two phase heat exchanger, as well as, many others. A typical 
heat pipe is constructed as shown in fi.gure 12• The high conductance 
properties of a heat pipe are directly attributed to the properties 
and the processes that th~ _in_ternal vlorking fluid undergoes while 
operating. This device can have heat transfer rates several orders 
of magnitude greater than the best solid conductor of the same 
dimensions. This is a qualitative remark, however, s1nce heat 
transfer is not by pure conduction. The bas t e heat pipe consists 
of a sealed tube made from materials that are structurally and 
thermally acceptable for the application along with a small amount 
of vaporizable fluid. The heat pipe utilizes a boiling-condensing 
cycle with capillary-aided condensate return to the evaporator 
as shown in figure 1. The boiling-condensinQ cycle is essentially 
isothermal due to the fact that there is very little pressure drop 
experienced between the evaporator and condenser. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF HEAT PIPES 
Historically, these devices were first described 1n a patent 
issued to R.S.Gaugler in 19442. This patent was assigned to 
General Motors Corporation. This concept lay dormant until 1962 
when L. Trefethen of General Electric proposed its application 
in the space program2. Shortly thereafter in 1963, T. ~~yatt of 
John Hopkins ~ proposed this concept for temperature stabilization 
of a satellite2. The heat pipe technology b~st known today was 
in effect re-established in 1963 ~y George Grover and his associates 
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of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories2. Since the re-establishment 
in 1963 many applications have surfaced. For example, RCA demon-
strated a variable conductance device in 19642. The Air Force 
deve 1 oped a cryogenic dev~ ~~ j n 19663 and in 1967 the first 
heat pipe was flown under zero gravity conditions in space3. 
VAPOR CHAMBER 
After a literary· survey, the author concluded that most 
applications of heat pipes have been on localized hot spot cooling. 
In order to satisify sealed enclosure thermal control a more macro 
device is required. In fact, it turns out that a rectangular 
shaped chamber that can be mounted ' on top of a sealed enclosure 
best fits the geometry of the application rather than a cylindrical 
shape. Furthermore, since the enclosure will operate under 
gravity conditions a wick to pump condensate from the condenser 
to the evaporator vi.a capillary acti·on vrtll probably not be required. 
Because of the discrete differences between the above described 
heat pipe, the author has elected to classify the device as a vapor 
chamber. 
CHAPTER II 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS, VAPOR CHAMBER ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
It is not the intent to this thesis to provide a detailed 
mathematical model of a vapor chamber but, to present a qualitative 
approach pointing out those parameters and considerations that should 
be included. Most of the specific details in this design application 
will be discussed in CHAPTER III. 
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY 
A convenient starting potnt 1n the analysis would be to 
apply the conservation of energy principles to the vapor chamber. 
From conservation of energy we know that the rate of creation of 
energy in a system must equal zer9. That is: 
Energy Outflow~ Energy Inflow+ Energy Stored= 0 (1) 
First, let•s define the closed system as the vapor chamber 
as depicted in figure 2. 
8 
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FIGURE 2. VAPOR CHAMBER CONTROL VOLUME 
FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS 
from the First Law of Thermodynamics for a closed system 
with no energy i.n the form of mechanical work crossing the 
system boundary we have; 
Etot = Q + /=6U (2) 
\'/here Etot = Total energy of the system 
Q = En~rgy in the form of heat 
w = Energy in the form of mechanical work 
6U = Change in i nterna 1 energy 
Assume the system is initially in equillibrium and contains 
saturated vapor and liq~id. There will be an initial warm-up time 
required to bring the system to its new equilibrium operating 
-
condition once ·Qin is applied. This warm-up time will be a 
9 
function of the thermal mass of the system. For this analysis 
assume the system has reached steady-state and that Qin is a 
known value. It will also be assumed that the outside ambient 
Ta and the inside T; temperatures are known. 
HEAT TRANSFER MODE CONSIDERATIONS 
Dependi~g upon how O;n is generated it is obvious that 
10 
one must consider convection, conduction and radiation heat transfer 
modes. Due to the low temperatures in this application (70° .F to 
200°F), the author has elected to disregard the heat transferred by 
radiation since it is very small compared to the heat transferred 
by the other modeso 
Q;n is force convected from the electronic packages within 
the enclosure up to the base of the vapor chamber. Depending on 
the internal air properties one can determine the external film 
coefficient h;o Next, the heat is conducted through the 
evaporator base the rate of which is dependent upon the material 
geometry and properties. 
Next, the heat is conducted from the .evaporator base through 
the liquid layer where it will meet its next resistance to flow. 
This resistance manifests itself in the liquid surface to vapor 
interface. It is at this point where the liquid gives up its 
latent heat during its phase change to vapor. It is also at this 
interface where vapor molecules are reconden~ing back into the 
liquid. 
The condensation rate at this liquid-vapor interface per 
unit area can be described oy4; 
where: 
r 
-·-. - c 
\ 
r = Condensation rate per unit area 
c 
a = Accomodation or sticking coefficient 
p = Vapor pressure 
M = Molecular weight 
R = Universal gas constant 
T = Absolute tempera~ure of· the vapor 
(3) 
4 The evaporation rate per unit area , re~ can be described by 
the same equation except that 
T =Absolute temperature of the liquid 
p = Equilibrium vapor pressure at temperature T 
1 1 
If the vapor and liquid are at the same temperature and if the 
vapor pressure is identical to the equilibrium vapor pressure 
at that temperature then the evaporation and condensation rates 
are equivalent. However, if the liquid temperature exceeds the 
vapor temperature by dT and the vapor pressure exceeds the 
equilibrium vapor pressure by dp there will be a net mass transfer 
from the liquid surface to the vapor. This rate can be described as 4; 
12 
re -rc = ~M/2nRT (dp/p - dT/2T) (4) 
Here, T can be taken as the liquid temperature and p as the 
-
equilibrium vapor pressur~. It should be ~ointed out that equation 
(4) utilizes the usual kinetic gas theory assumption of a Maxwellian 
distribution of the gas molecules. 
Now, one can determine the heat transfer rate by multiplying 
the mass transfer rate shown in equation (4) by the latent heat 
of vaporization for the liquid under study. 
Thus far in the qualitative approach I have followed the 
heat transfer phenomena from its g~neratiqn point inside the 
electronic enclosure to its latent heat vapor form inside the 
vapor chambero The next event in the cycle would be the deposition 
of the vapor on the condenser and the subsequent phase change by 
which the latent heat of the vapor is given up. The condensation 
rate can be determined from equation (3). From a knowledge of 
heat of vaporization of the fluid one can determine the heat transfer 
rate. However, several physical complications occur at this vapor-
liquid interface. For example, the probability that a given molecule 
contacts the cooler surface and sticks is difficult to obtain for 
a given fluid. This parameter is used in equation (3) and (4) 
as 'a' the accomodation coefficient4. This parameter depends not 
only on the fluid type4. but, also on the surface finish 
13 
condition of the condensor5. 
CONDENSATION MECHANISMS 
Speci fica lly, conden~_a_t_i_gn of a pure saturated vapor is 
exhibited by two mechanisms. One mechanism is referred to as 
11 dropwise 11 condensation and the -other is 11 film-type 11 • On a rusty or 
etched plate the vapor will condense in a continuous film over the 
entire condenser plate. If the surface was smooth and polished 
the condensate will form in droplets which will grow in size 
rapidly5. It is also known that dropwise condensation can be 
bro~ght about for a while by coating a surface with a petroleum 
based product, however, the conden~ate run off will soon wash 
this effect away5. It is obviously highly desireable to have 
condensation forming in droplets since at any instant of time a 
substantial portion of the condensing surface is free of condensate 
which allows the condensing process to continue at a high rate. 
By utilizing the definition of viscosity and assuming that the 
velocity of the condensate on the condenser wall is zero and that 
the vapor molecules are at a maximum veloc;ity at the liquid-vapor 
interface, theoretically, one can determine the thickness of the 
condensate film5. It is then possible to determine the local 
coefficient of heat transfer by as?uming that the total thermal 
resistance 1 ies in the condensate film. A more rigorous treatment 
of this subject can be ~eferred to in reference 5. 
The remaining portions of the vapor chamber heat transfer 
analysis lies in determining the heat t~ansfer through the 
condenser plate to the outside ambient. These conditions are 
contingent upon the chambe~ _m~terial and the film coefficient 
on the outer wall. 
APPARENT LIMITATION 
The most important limitation on the rate at which heat 
can be transferred through the vapor chamber appears to be the 
rate at which the condensate can return to the evaporator. This 
14 
\'lould be somewhat analogous to the capi .llary pumping rate versus 
evaporation rate that is referred to in the heat . pipe literature.2,3, 4 
For, if the evaporator burns out, the process fails. 
As was pointed out earlie~, the purpose of this chapter was 
to indicate through qualitative reasoning an approach to formulate 
a mathematical model ·of the vapor chamber system to predict the 
behavior. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF A VAPOR CHAMBER 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the physical parameters will be developed 
for a vapor chamber that will be applied to a specific electronic 
enclosure. Two prototype vapor chambers were constructed. The 
first prototype chamber performance was quite marginal. These 
shortcomings are pointed out fn detail. A second prototype 
vapor chamber vtas built embodying those refinements necessary to 
improve the design of the first unit. 
ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURE 
The analysis begins by determining the pressure drop balance. 
From this balance suitable vapor chamber parameters can be es-
tablished. Even though this device behaves like a structure 
of high thermal conductance, it possesses heat transfer limitations 
established by the laws of fluid mechanics and the kinetic theory 
of gases~ Some of the limitations are boiling rates, droplet forma--
tion and entrainment4. 
If the amount of heat to be transferred is known, the physical 
enclosure limitations a·re known and the safe operating temperatures 
JS 
are known the design procedure can ~egin. 
For this application the enclosure mechanics are depicted 
in Figure 3. The overall height is 60 inches (152.4 em.) with 
16 
a width of 23 inches (58.~~ - ~m.) and a depth of 38 inches (96.53 em.). 
Inside this enclosure are electronic packages generating heat_ 
in the range of 1 to 2 kilowatts (3142 but/hr to 6284 btu/hr) 
depending on the specific control application. Refer to Chapter I 
page 2. The safe operating temperature inside the enclosure 
cannot exceed 132°F (55°C). The ambient temperature range is 
typically 75°F to 105°F (24°C to 41°C) in the majority of these 
operating control systems. 
So as not to use internal enclosure space the vapor chamber 
will reside in the available space at the top of the enclosure, 
19 inches by 34 inches by 6 .inches (48.26 em X 86.36 em X 15.24 em). 
This space availability, of course, dictates the maximum size of 
the chamber. Refer to Figure 3. Another reason for placing 
the vapor chamber here is to take advantage of any natural 
convection afforded by the conditions. The evaporator wall of the 
vapor chamber will in fact form the enclosure top so that it can 
be directly exposed to the internal enclosure environment. 
In order ·to keep the vapor chamber costs low it was decided not 
to increase the evaporator and conpensor surface areas by adding 
fins. This decision, of course, does not prohibit adding fins 
to future designs if warranted. With the external size limitations 
ELECTRONIC 
. PACKAGE 
FIGURE 3. 
INSTALLED VAPOR 
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CHAMBER 
determined, the working fluid and vapor chamber materials could 
be investigated. 
WORKING FLUIDS 
18 
The vapor chamber operating temperature is dictated by the 
working fluid characteristics. Acceptable working fluid properties 
should include; high latent heat of vaporization, low viscosity, 
high surface tension, and should be compatable with the material 
of the vapor chamber2' 3' 4. Some working fluids are shown in 
Table 1 that were researched by early heat pipe investigators 6 ' 7. 
These investigators also conducted a study to determine what fluids 
would be compatible with a number of potential heat pipe envelope 
materials. A summary of this study is shown in Table 2. Water 
appears to have the most desirable characteristics in that it has 
the highest latent heat, high surfac~ tension and low viscosity. 
However, from a knowledge of the thermodynamics of water it is known 
that at temperatures above 2l2°F (100°C) very high vapor pressures 
exist. Increasing the vapor chamber wall structure to account for 
this can only be done by paying higher cost penalties and lower 
thermal conductivity penalties. Reference to Table 2 also points 
out that .in the presence of the materials surveyed that non-
condensing gasses are formed when water is used except in the case 
of copper and nickel. Both Dowtherm-A and Dowtherm-E fluids have 
similar thermal capacities which results in performance approximately 
one-fourth that of water. Their flash points do present a 
BOILING LATENT S~URFA~CrtJRESSURE FLASH CRITICAL 
POINT HEAT 
FLUID (1 ATM)°F BTU/LB 
TENSION AT 450°F POINT FLUX 
DYNES/CM PSIA TOXIC °F WATTS/IN 2 
\~ATER 212 970 72 422 NO NONE 703 
FC-43 345 30 16 23 NO NONE 70 
DOWTHERM-E 352 119 37 51 SLIGHT 285 192 
DOWTHERM-A 495 128 40 8 SLIGHT 255 172 
I 
CP-63 565 123 15 N/A N/A N/A · 164 
CP-9 567 121 15 N/A N/A N/A 162 
(N/A =Data not .presently available) 
TABLE 1 FLUID PROPERTIES 6 
~ 
1....0 
H20 ACETONE AMON IA METHONOL 
COPPER RU RU NR RU 
ALUMINUM GNC RL RU NR 
·STAINLESS GNT PC RU GNT 
STEEL 
NICKLE PC PC RU RL 
RU = Recommended by past successful usuage 
RL =Recommended by literature 
NR = Not recommended 
UK = Unknown 
DOWTHERM-A 
RU 
UK 
RU 
RU 
GNC = Generates noncondensable gas at all temperatures 
DOWTHERM-E FREON-113 
RU UK 
NR RU 
RU UK 
RL UK 
GNT = Generates noncondensable gas at high temperatures when oxide is present 
PC = Probably compatable 
TABLE 2 COMPATABILITY OF WORKING FLUIDS · AND CHAMBER MATERIALS? 
N 
0 
Potential fire hazard. It is also unknow according to the 
compatability study shown in Table 2 whether or not Dowtherm-A 
is compatible with aluminumo According to Dow Chemical Company8, 
Oowtherm-A has very low vg._p_o_r_. pressure at t_he temperatures in the 
range of 75°F to 132°F. These vapor pressures are on the order 
of .001 to .005 psia. Aparticular reason for avoiding low vapor 
pressures is that small amounts of air or 0ther non-condensable 
gasses in the vapor chamber are most likely to interfere with 
the heat transfer process4 . According to Reference 4, other 
suitable liquids that might be considered for this temperature 
range would be the Preens. Further investigation resulted in 
. . 
locating trichlorotrifluoroethane (FR-113) which has a boiling 
21 
point of 117.6°F at 0 psig or 14.7 psia. The complete Thermodynamic 
Properties of FR-113 are given in Appendix A. Fr-113 is non-
combustible and non-flamable (UnderWfiters' Laboratories Report 
MH3072, page 16) and much less toxic than Group 4 Classification 
(Same report, page 14). Using this fluid with a suitable 
vapor chamber material will allow steady-state operation at a 
minimal pressure condition thus alleviating the need to meet 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes. 
The latent heat of vaporization 117.6°F, 0 psig is 
approximately 63.09 btu/lb. and the heat content of the vapor is 
approximately 96.12 btu/lb. The viscosities of the vapor phase 
and the liquid phase conditions are approximately 0.0108 centipoise 
and 0.497 centipoise respectively. These properties compare 
favorably with previously mentioned working fluid require-
ments given on page 18 and shown in Table 1. 
VAPOR CHAMBER MATERIALS 
Depending on the operating state point of the system, 
the vapor chamber can sometimes be subjected to high internal 
pressures 9 as well as, be an integral structural member of 
a systemo It is for these reasons that the chamber material 
22 
should possess strength and. :compatibil1ty with the fluid and the 
enclosure. The material selected must be readily available, 
possess the necessary properties to. withstand the operating 
pressures of the fluid vapor, lend itself to standard manufacturing 
processes, exhibit high thermal conductivity, and be,_compatible 
with the selected working fluid. Of the materials shown in 
Table 37 copper is the best choice due to its high thermal conductiv· 
ity, however, this material has a tendency to corrode in its 
natural state when subjected to hostile environments and its 
performance may deteriorate plus its cost per pound is relatively 
high compared to the other materials. Aluminum has a thermal 
conductiv1ty higher than stainless steel and is also known to be 
easier to machine and form. On a cost basis aluminum and stainless 
steel compare favorably. For these reasons 6061 annealed aluminum 
was selected. 
The freon family and aluminum are indeed compatible as is 
Material Condition 
Aluminum T-6 
Annealed 
Copper Hard 
(OHFC) Annealed 
Stainless Hard 
Steel Annealed 
(304) 
Monel Hard 
(K-500) Annealed 
Therma 1 Yield Density Specific 
Conductivity Stress Heat 
Btu-ft Psi 1o-2 lo-2 
hr-ft~-°F 1 b/ i n3 Btu/lb°F 
.99 40 9.8 23 
8 
226 40 32.3 9.2 
10 
9.4 75 29 12 
35 
10. 1 90 32 10 
40 
TABLE 3. VAPOR CHAMBER MATERIALS7,10 
Cost 
Per 
Pound 
$10 
1 . 17 
1. 88 
I 1. 24 
8.05 
N 
w 
evidenced in their heavy uses in air conditioning systems where 
aluminum parts are continually subjected to freom fluid-vapor 
contact. It was assumed the strength of aluminum would be 
satisfactory s i nee the st~a~y=state operati.ng point of FR-113 
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is 0 psig or below. This assumption was not adequate after comple-
tion and preliminary testing of the initial vapor chamber. This 
matter is discussed further in the later portion of this chapter. 
FIRST PROTOTYPE VAPOR CHAMBER 
Based upon the foregoing investigation the ·first test chamber 
was designed and constructed. The structure is shown in Figure 
4 o Note should be taken of the di a'gona 1 creases on the upper 
and lower surfaces. Their purpose is twofold. First, it 
inherently strengthens the chamber and secondly it promotes 
increased efficiency in the return flow of the condensate much 
in the same manner as stalactites that are found in underground 
caves. Although the natural finish of 6061 aluminum is not polished, 
it can be considered smooth for all practical purposes. This is 
a desirable characteristic for the promotion of drop-wise conden-
sation as was pointed out in the earlier discussion beginning on 
page 13 of this chapter. 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIRST VAPOR CHAMBER 
The performance characteristics of the first vapor chamber 
TO PUMP 
HEAT OUTPUT 
HEAT INPUT OBSERVATION PORT 
ENCLOSURE MOUNTING AND SEALS 
FIGURE 4. FIRST PROTOTYPE VAPOR CHAMBER 
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N 
U1 
design were less than satisfactory for the following reasons. 
The observation ports required numerous mechanical fasteners 
and gaskets. This requirement made it impossible to obtain a 
total seal in the chamber . 
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When the chamber was evacuated prior to operation, the condenser 
and evaporator deformed considerably even when a stiffening post 
was placed in the center. This deformation resulted in a non-
uniform liquid level over the evaporator which in turn made for 
non-uniform evaporation wher~ heat was subjected to the chambe~ 
base . 
When the chamber reached the state point where the internal 
pressure was 0 psig, it became apparent that the apparatus had 
to be leveled in order to insure- a uniform li~uid layer over the 
evaporator . This leveling requirement may be difficult to achieve 
in a real system. 
One gallon of Freon 113 was placed in the chamber. The 
working fluid along with the material of the chamber required a 
warm-up time of 30 minutes .before reaching equilibrium. This 
amount of time could be detrimental to a real system. 
Even _in light of these short comings some positive results 
were obtained. 
During one test run, the following conditions existed. The 
room temperature was 75°f, the internal enclosure temperature 
stabilized at 135°F with a known heat input of 1600 watts 
(5460 btu/hr)e 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient was calculated to bell: 
Where 
Q btu 
u = = 20.6 (5) 
A(T·-T ) ft2_oF 1 oJ 
U =Overall heat transfer coefficient 
Q = Heat load (btu/hr) 
A = Surface area (ft2) 
T; = Inside cabinet temperature (°F) 
T0 = Room ambient temperature (°F) 
The vapor was observed to condense readily on the creased 
roof structure in the form of droplets and return at asteady rate 
via the creasess and center support post to the evaporator. 
Due to the minimal success gained on the first chamber model 
the author decided to build a second embodying what was learned 
from the first. 
SECOND PROTOTYPE VAPOR CHAMBER 
The same working fluid and chamber material were used, however, 
a smaller amount of fluid to lower··to lower the warm-up ti me 
was considered and the mechanical package of the vapor cham~er 
turned out to be substantially different. The same external 
dimensions were used in the second chamber unit with the exception 
of the heighto It was reduced to two inches. There appeared to 
be no advantage __ ~ained from the first unit which was five inches 
high except to provide suitable space for the observation· ports. 
In the first model the condensate collection and return appeared 
to be sufficient, hence, there was no further need for the 
observation ports with their inherent sealing problems~ 
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The problems associated with the deflection of the evaporator 
and the condenser plates were eliminated by placing an aluminum 
grid work inside the chamber. Assuming simply supported plate 
grid sections, the optimum spacing was obtained froml2 
wb4 
max y = Q- (6) 
Et3 
where y = Maximum deflection at the center 
a= 3hape factor 
w = Load 
b = Grid spacing 
E = Modulus of elasticity 
t = Plate thickness 
A unifonn load of 20 pounds per square inch would obtain 
a maximum deflection of .006 inches with a plate .062 inches 
thick. This grid space worked out to be approximately 2 inches 
by 2 inches. See Figure 5 for the resulting second design. In 
order to insure that the vapor circulates as freely as possible 
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throughout the grid pattern, holes were strategically placed 
as shown in Figur~5. With this gridwork it became obvious 
that the fluid level in a given cell could burn out depending 
on how the input heat load was applied to ~he bottom of the 
evaporator. To prevent this from occuring, it was decided to 
place several layers of mesh aluminum screen wire between the 
grid supports and the evaporator plate. Refer to Figure 55 
ALUMINUM MESH CONSIDERATIONS 
The mesh had to be designed to contain sufficien t working 
fluid to operate satisfactorily for the intended heat load . 
This problem was solved by early heat pipe investigators and 
found to be6: 
where tw = Screen thickness (inch) 
Q = Heat load (btu/hr) 
1 d = Distance bet~Jeen hot spots 
L = Latent heat of vaporization 
1 = Width of hot spots (inch) 
w 
)I = Surface tension (lbs/hr2) 
(inch) 
(btu/ l b) 
V = Kinematic viscosity (ft2/ hr) 
rc = Pore size (inch) 
30 
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Cr = Capillary conductance 
Reference 3 points out that this last term~ Cr, is really a 
dimensionless ration of (f/b) where f is defined as the wick porosity 
and b is a dimensionless geometrical factor that has approximate 
values of 8 for parallel non-connected cylindrical pores, and 
lies betvJeen 10 and 20 for realistic capillary structures with 
interconnected poresc 
It turned out that this aluminum mesh solved another problem 
inherent in the first design. That is, a saturated mesh screen 
no longer required the evaporator to be precisely leveled in 
order to insure uniform liquid levels. The capillary pumping 
action provided by the screen insured that if burn-out did 
occur, working fluid would replenish that sectiono 
It should be noted in passi~g that adding the aluminum mesh 
and the grid work complicates the mathematical model discussed 
in Chapter II. It was also discovered that during trials of the 
first prototype vapor chamber, no steps were taken to minimize 
any water vapor content that may be present in the chamber prior 
to operating. Conversations with heat transfer specialists 
pointed out that a 5% water vapor content can lower the heat 
transfer rate by as much as 50% in systems of thjs kind. 13 
FILLING PROCEDURE 
In order to circumvent this possibility -the following 
procedure was established. First an inert gas was introduced 
into the chamber to purge out as much water vapor as possible. 
Bottled nitrogen gas was utilized for this purpose . The vapor 
chamber was then evacuated with a vacuum pump. This vacuum 
in the chamber was utilized to introduce one quart of Freon 113. 
This amount of working fluid was .sufficient to saturate the 
aluminum screen mesh. Finally, the vapor ch~mber was again 
evacuated to the state point required to start the trial 
runs. 
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE FIRST VAPOR CHAMBER 
The cost to instrument and measure the tnterface conditions 
inside the vapor chamber became too prohibit1ve. Hence, a 
multiple gage was mounted on the vapor chamber top of the 
first design to monitor gage pressure and temperature of the 
vaporc A three-way valve was installed to allow alteration 
of the beginning state point of the fluid via pumps. Refer 
~o Figure 4. Suitable temperature probes were also placed inside 
the enclosure and on the vapor chamber top. 
A heat source capable of 1600 watts (5460 Btu/Hr) continuous 
input was placed in the bottom of the ~lectronic enclosure. 
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With these known values including the outside and inside temperatures 
plus the vapor chamber geometry, the overall heat transfer coeffi ci ent 
could be determined from Equation (5) in this chapter. 
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE SECOND VAPOR CHAMBER 
It was felt that the measuring equipment used on the first 
vapor chamber was not adequate to measure the vapor pressure in 
that the multiple gage was only readable td + or - 2-1/2 psia. 
The following equipment and calibration procedure were used. 
1. Statham Lab 0-15psia Pressure Transducer 
Model P96-15A-400 
2. Digital Voltmeter. Triplett Model 8000 
3~ Trygon D.C. Power Supply. Model HR40-5B 
4. U-Tube Manometer, Central Scientific Co. 
Model 44125 
5~ Vacuum Pump. Bendix Part Number 4-17125 
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
The above equipment was hooked up as is indicated in 
Figure 6. The excitation voltages used on the pressure trans-
ducer was 14 VDC. The digital voltmeter indicated 50 millivolts 
when measuring one atmosphere. The U-tube manometer indicated 
equal legs of 515 mm Hg when measuring one atmosphere. 
byl4 
For a U-tube manometer, the pressure relation is given 
p - p a (7) 
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~ 
where P = Unknown pressure (psia). 
--
pa =Atmospheric pressure (psia) 
Pag = Density of mercury (lb/ft3) 
Pa = Density of air (lb/ft3) 
h = Differential column height of mercur~ (inch) 
The vacuum pump was turned on and adjusted to several 
pressure settings via a valve. At each of these settings the 
differential column of mercury was recorded along with a reading 
in millivolts sensed by the digital volt meter. The unknown 
pressure was calculated by using Equation (7) for each ~f 
6 points. This data is tabulated in Table 4 shown below . The 
corresponding pressure curve versus millivol~ readings are shown 
on Figure 7. 
h h p Voltage 
mm-Hg inch psi a millivolts 
0 0 14.70 50.00 
57 2.24 13.60 44.50 
91 3.58 12.95 41.40 
291 11.46 9.08 28.80 
392 15.43 7. 14 21.80 
491 19.33 5.23 15.50 
TABLE 4. CALIBRATION POINTS 
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The maximum pressure that the transducer could be subjected 
to was 15 psi~ Care had to be exercised when condtions of the 
test runs brought the pressure close to one atmosphere. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VAPOR CHAMBER 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the operating characteristics of the 
vapor chamber will be presented. The second chamber was 
constructed and installed in the equipment enclosure as shown 
in Figure 3 page 17. A series of heat test runs were c?mpleted. 
It was felt that the performance could be .best measured by 
comparing the steady-state temperature difference between 
room ambient and the internal ~nclosure with the vapor chamber 
installed versus the same enclosure with a normal top. 
FIRST HEAT TEST RUN 
Insulated foam board wall.s were used instead of the normal 
steel walls on the equipment enclosure. The insulated walls 
minimized the conductive heat losses so that the effects of the 
vapor chamber could be better evaluated. The internal cabinet 
temperature rate increase (dT;/dt) with the input heat load of 
1600 watts (5460 Btu/Hr) proved to be too much for th~ vapor 
chamber. The Freon 113 became super heated and the resulting 
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vapor pressure deformed the condenser and evaporator walls of 
the chamber: --·-Leaks resulted due to cracked welds. The minute 
cracks that were propagated from the overpressurization proved 
to be difficult to find. The overpressure condition put a 
permanent set in the evaporator and condenser plates. Also, 
some of the internal aluminum grid-work was deformed. The 
vapor chamber had to be cut open and some of the grid plates had 
to be replaced. Figure 8 shows that the cabinet temperature 
climbed very rapidly to approximately 212°F. Due to the vapor 
chamber deformation the first series of test runs were halted. 
It was not determined in this test what the ultimate equillibrium 
condition would be. The temperature was certainly much higher 
than was reached by the first chamber design under similar 
conditions. The warm-up time was noted to be considerably faster 
than the first chamber. The reason for this appears to be the 
reduced mass of th~ second vapor chamber design. 
The high temperature reached in this first test may have 
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been due to several reasons. One, there may have been insufficient 
fluid in the chamber and it boiled off faster than the condensate 
could be returned to the evaporator. Secondly, there may have 
been some water vapor or other non-condensable gasses prohibiting 
the heat transfer in the vapor chamber. Lastly, the deformation 
of the chamber as the vapor pressure exceeded one atmosphere 
may have resulted in separating the aluminum screen mesh from 
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the evaporator increasing the thermal resistance. 
When th-e- -vapor chamber was opened .for repairs the following 
was noted. Some water drops were observed to be clining to the 
screen mesh. Some of the grid-work plates were deformed and 
the screen was separated from the evaporator. The defective 
parts were replaced and the vapor chamber was welded closed. 
SECOND HEAT TEST RUN 
4 
Prior to making the second heat test, the vapor chamber was 
purged for 30 minutes with nitrogen gas to alleviate as much wat r 
vapor as possible that may have been present. Next, the chamb r 
was evacuated to 2 .psi a and left untouched for 48 hours to 1nsur 
no l eaks were present. One quart of Freon 113 was introduced 
· nto the chamber and then evac·uated to 2 psi a for 24 hours 
During this test run the heat source was cycled on and off o 
insure that the thermal shock would not repeat the chamb · 
observed jn the first test run. The temperature/ t1m r h · 
sho n o Fi re 9. It is interest1ng to not that h r 
cab1net a1r tern erature is substantially low r v 
o ~ t :. e f1 rs es r n I f the vapor ch m h 
I . f 1 s e e t it may h v ., z 
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THIRD HEAT TEST RUN 
In the concluding heat test run, the following changes 
were made to the test enclosure. First, the vapor chamber was 
removed and replaced by the normal top. This top v1as made frum 
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low carbon steel (1018) and had a polyurethane painted surface. 
Secondly, no attempt to lower the temperature rate of the enclosure 
was attempted. Figure 10 shows the results of this test run~ 
Note should be taken of the time required to reach the equilibrium 
temperature of 170°F~ 
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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was concluded from the results outlined in Chapter IV 
that a heat exchanging device capable of operating effectively 
/ 
over a given temperature as might be experienced in a hostile 
environment as descr~bed in Chapter I is indeed feasible. 
Further, it can be made to meet the desired design characteristics 
as described on page 4 of Chapter I. These characteristics 
are repeated and discussed below. 
VAPOR CHAMBER DESIGN CRITERIA 
1. The device should be able to work in conjunction 
with a sealed enclosure such as NEMA-12. 
The electronic enclosure that the vapor chamber was tested on 
falls into the category of NEMA-12 rating when proper seals 
are applied at the wall and door joints. 
2. If the device requires prime movers it would be 
desirable that they do not add to the heat load 
of the enclosure. 
No prime movers were used in this particular application, It 
may be required to add an internal blower of some king as well as 
an external blower to increase the heat transfer rate. This 
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point will be discussed further in this chapter . , 
3. It would be highly desirable that the device 
require a minimum of enclosure volume. 
The vapor chamber was placed on the electronic enclosure top 
which required no internal volumeo 
4. The device should be applicable to a variety of 
enclosure designs without requiring major changes. 
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It should be obvious to the reader that the simplicity of the vapor 
chamber design can be readily applied to most existing enclosure 
designs by simply fabricating the unit larger or smal ler. 
5. The device should operate under a closed system 
not requiring external supply lines. 
The vapor chamber is indeed a closed system not requiring external 
sypply lines. 
6. The device should be able to transfer high heat 
rates when small temperature differenced exist 
between internal and ambient operating conditions . 
The heat load used in these tests on the vapor chamber .resulted 
in a temperature difference of approximately 70°F e For this 
particular application, this is unsatisfactory since the safe 
operating temperature was specified as 132°F for the electron i c 
packages ·in the enclosure. This point will be discussed fu rt her 
in this chapter. 
7c The device should be able to be manufactured 
in a cost effective mannero 
Preliminary cost data accumulated for the vapor chamber was 
$70.00e A 350 cfm base blower currently used to cool this 
enclosure cost $95.00. This of course does not include the cost 
of the vertical space of the enclosure housing the blower. Based 
upon this preliminary data the va-por chamber appears to be cost 
effective. 
ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
A comparison of Figures 9 and 10 in Chapter IV shows t hat 
the vapor chamber under the heat load conditions pointed out 
actually resulted in the enclosure air temperature to be 30°F 
lower than when the normal equipment enclosure top was in place. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It was pointed out earlier that heat pipes are capable 
of transferring heat at rates ·several orders of magnitudes 
greater than the best solid conductors of the same dimensions. 
In the tests performed comparing the vapor chamber installed and 
removed the only thing that could be concluded was that t he vapor 
chamber performed better than the steel enclosure top whe n both 
were subjected to natural convection cooling to and from their 
external surfaces. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that -the perfo rmance of 
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the vapor chamber could be improved by increasing the surface 
area of both the e~aporator and condenser. It elso seems 
reasonable to expect further performance enhancements by adding 
external and internal blowers to force convect the heat to and 
from the vapor chamber. 
HEAT PIPE HEAT EXCHANGER15 
A new product called a Heat Pipe-Heat Exchanger has been 
developed by Mclean Engineering laboratories. The unit is 
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40-l/4 inches long by 16-l/2 inches wide·by 8 inches deep, and 
consists of a bank of heat pipes and two dual centrifugal blowers. · 
It is mounted on the door or mounting rails of an electronic 
rack and does not take up any interior cabinet space. Cabinet 
air is cooled and recirculated without introducing any outside 
contaminant. A dual centrifugal blower mounted in the bottom 
of the unit draws the hot cabinet air through the bottom half 
of the hea~ pipe bank, thus cooling it, and discharges this cool 
air into the cabinet at the rate of 350 CFM at0 11 S.P. A similar 
dual centrifugal blower mounted in teh top of the unit draws 
ambient air through the top half of the heat pipe bank, which 1n 
turn removes the heat from the heat pipes, and discharges this 
heated air to the atmosphere. Figure ·ll shows the performance 
curve of this unit under conditions of no blower, bottom blower 
only, and both blowers operating. It is interesting to note 
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that the McClean unit operating under the conditions of no 
blowers shows that the enclosure temperature rises to 
approximately 45°F above ambient. Note should be taken that 
their tests were based upon using a heat load of 1000 watts as 
compared with 1600 watts used on the vapor chamber tests . 
The McClean heat exchanger employs copper heat pi pes u ~in g wat er 
as the working fluid. The reader will recall that the working 
fluid used in the vapor chamber, Freon 113 , had a latent heat 
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of vaporization many times lower than that of water . The res ults 
obtained from McClean Laboratories further strengthens the author's 
conclusions as to what effect the blowers and increased surface 
area of the condenser and evaporator may have on t he performance 
of the vapor chambere It also strengthens the viab il ity of the 
vapor chamber as a device for cooling electronic enclosure 
in hostile environments. , 
These results showed enough promise that a patent search 
was propagated by Westinghouse Electric Corporation . The search 
which resulted showed no activity of a device such as thi s being 
applied for enclosure cooling. A patent was formall y wri tten and 
filed. A copy of this document is contained in Append ix B. At 
this writing, the patent on the vapor chamber is pending. 
FURTHER STUDY 
It would be premature to release this concept for manufacturing 
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before more study and tests can be performe~. For example, the 
tests were performed on ~he vapor chamber at sea level conditions. 
-· - ·-
A vapor chamber operating at higher altitudes may not perform 
the same. More tests need to be run in order to determine the 
transient warm-up time. In some instances expensive equipment 
could be destroyed if they are overheated before the vapor 
chamber can respond properly. 
DOWTHERM A 
Late in the investigation .of the va~or chamber it was learned 
from Dow Chemical Company that Dowtherm-A is indeed compatible 
with aluminum. It would be highly desirable to run further 
tests on the vapor chamber using Dowtherm-A since this particular 
working fluid has a latent heat of vaporization approximately 
three times as great as Freon 1138. The fluid is undesirable 
due to its flash point and toxicity, however, since only small 
amounts of the fluid are required in the vapor chamber it may 
turn out to be a more suitable working fluid. 
COMPUTER MATH MODEL 
A math model of the operating vapor chamber in the form of 
a computer program is needed to accurately predict the design 
parameters needed to match a vapor chamber to a known set or required 
working conditions. This will minimize the engineering costs 
on new applications. A good starting point for such a program 
would be the programs developed on heat pipes shown in detail 
in Reference 3. 
PRESSURE BUFFER 
Further investigation needs to be done on a device to 
take care of those instances when superheated vapor is present 
causiog high vapor pressures and subsequent structural damage 
to the vapor chamber. One consideration would be to attach some 
sort of a bellows that would be in contact with the vapor whose 
function would be to accomodate the high vapor pressure ex-
perienced during the warm-up period of a system. 
CASCADED VAPOR CHAMBERS 
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Another application of this concept could be to cascade 
several vapor chamgers in series each programmed to operate at 
different state points. This could be readily applied to a control 
system containing packages that can only be operate safely 
at different temperatures. A good example of this would be a 
mass-memory storage device such as a moving head disk. This 
piece of equipment has a safe operating upper temperature of 
90°F. It is conceivaDle that the moving head disk could be placed 
in the same equipment enclosure housing a computer which operates 
at an upper temperature of 132°F. A small vapor chamber could 
be placed on the top of the moving head disk~ Ths disk would 
in turn be placed below the computer electronic package. The 
small vapor chamber ~6ul~ allow the moving head disk to operate 
safely at 90°F and a second chamber on the enclosure as described 
in this thesis would allow the system to operate safely. The 
net result being that the system containi~g · the packages of 
varying sensitivity could realistically be operated at higher 
net temperatures. 
VAPOR CHAMBER AIDED BY HEAT PIPES 
A final appl .ication worthy of further study would .be to 
consider using heat pipes in conjunction with a vapor chamber as 
described in this thesis. Heat pipes could be used to bring 
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the heat from localized hot spots within a gi'ven el ectronic 
package to the vapor chamber which is placed on the enclosure. 
The obvious advantage of a system comprised of these elements 
would be the elimination of small fans and blowers that are 
currently used to coo 1 1 oca 1 i zed hot spots in e 1 ect roni-c packages. 
These small fans and blowers are a constant maintenance problem 
as well as heat additions to the overall enclosure. 
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mE THE~'IODYNA~IIC PROPERTIES OF !'·FREON" 113 (CCJ:! F-CCIF2 ) 
A. F. Benning and R. C. 1\Icllarness 
THESE tables are th~ result of a research program which was undertak~~ to pro-vide the refri geration industry with 
tables of the thermodynamic properties of 
"Freon" 113 which would be characterized by 
completeness in both the saturated and super-
heat ranges. thermodynamic consistency. and 
a satisfactory deg ree of accuracy. Inasm~ch 
as the literature contains \·ery little informa-
tion about "Freon" 113 it was necessa ry to 
determine experimentally all the physica l prop-
erties that were need ed for the calculation of 
the tables. The methods used were those gen-
erally accepted as gidng results of sufficient 
accuracy. The experimental ranges covered 
were such as would permit the calculation of 
tables which were both complete and consis-
tent. 
The following physkal properties were 
measured over the indicated ranges: 
(1) Vapor pressure between 1.5 and 475 
lbs. per sq. in. abs. 
(2) Pressure-volume-temperature relation-
ships of the superhea ted vapor over the 
pressure range of 5 to 310 lb. per sq. in. 
abs. 
(3) Density or thO:! liquid betwten -20°F. 
and +4to·F. 
(4) Specific heat of the vapor at constant 
pressure of one atmosphere (c") at 
tss•F. and 275"F. 
(5) Specific heat of the liquid. at 10". 35 .. 
75-, 110• -and 145"F. 
(6) The ratio (cp/cv.) of the vapor at 170"F. 
and 210•F. 
The equations derived from the experimen-· 
tal measurements outlined above and which 
were used to calculate the tables of thermody-
namic properties are given below. 
t-temperature in "F. 
T-temperature in °R. = °F. + 459.6 
p-pressure in lb. per sq. in. abs. 
v-Yolume of the vapor in ft. ·1 per lb. 
d-density of the vapor in lb. per ft. j = 1/ \'. 
d,-density of the liquid in lb. per ft. 3 
c -specific heat of the vapor at const:mt 
" pressure in Btu. per lb. per "F. 
(1) Vapor pressure 
(2) 
4330.98 
log10p = 33 0655 - ---
T 
9.2635log1,T + 0.0020539T. 
Equation of State (Bcattic-Bricfgt:mau) 
p = (0.0000500T ._ 0.0214 ) d I + 
(0.002618T - 4.035 ) d:: + 0.05i::! Td 
(3) Liquid Dc11sit !J 
d1 = 103.555- 0.07l::!Gt- 0.0000636t
1 
f4) Specific heat of the Vapor at Cortstant 
Pressu )·e. 
c" ( 1 atm.) = 0.1455 + O.OOOlllt 
The equations g iven above, which rep re ent 
the experimentally determ ined prope r ties of 
t his material. were used to define a complete 
consistent t hermody nam ic network. Equations 
interrelating the quantities needed for the 
tables we re obtained t he refrom and used for 
the calculation of the tabular \'a lues. 
All the saturated . values of the pressu r e, \"Ol -
ume, de r.s ity, laten t heat of \·apor izatiun :md 
entropy of vaporizat ion were calculated 
directly from the equa t ions. T he tabu -
lar va lues of the hea t conte nt of the ~atu ­
rated vapor and entropy of the liquid we re ob-
tained b.r interpolation between exac t \'alues 
calculated at 50° F. in tervals. This interp la-
tion was of such a nature that t he method did 
not introduce any sig nificant devia t ion from 
values obtained directly from t he equations. 
A large scale plot of the devia t ion of the 
superheated vapor from the ideal gas equation 
was· prepared from values ca lcu la ted from the 
experimentally de termined equa tion of state, 
at 20" F. intervals of tempe rature and in te n·a!s 
of approximately 2 % in the deviation . The 
tabular values of t he superheat volume were 
then obtained by ind ividual ca lcu la tion of th e 
ideal gas volume fo llowed by correc tion f rom 
the de•:iation plot. This method did not intro-
duce errors greater than 0.1 ~ . 
The heat content of the superhea ted vapor 
was calculated at lO"F. inter\'a ls of tempe ra-
ture along isometrics at the lowest a nd highest 
densities occurring in the sa turated table and 
at 50° F . inter\'als along t hree in te rmediate 
isometrics. The equations used in these calcu-
lations were those which show the chang'e in 
the heat content of the vapor a t consta nt \"Ol-
ume and at constant t empera t ure. They were 
derived from equations ( I ) to ( 4) by the use 
of various well known th ermody nam ic rela· 
tionships. The heat conte nts at· ta bular ,·alues 
of pre ·sure and temperat ure were obtained 
from these data by suitable methods of inter-
polation. 
The entropy of the superheated vapo r was 
calculated at 50"F. inten·als of temp~rature 
and at tabular values of pressure with the aid 
of the table of superhea t volume and the equa-
tions ~howin~ the cha ns:e in t he en t ropy of tht• 
vapor at constant volu me an d a t constant tem-
perature. Inte rm~rliate \·al ue · were dete r-
mined by an int e r polat i •n m th od whil'h m:ule 
use of tht! previ ously caku i:lt ~d value!S of the 
heat content of the superhl'ated vapor. In all 
56 
eases the interpolation methods used were re-
ftned to such an extent that they introduced no 
appreciable errors into the results. 
The tables are ne<:e:;;sa rily consistent be<:ause 
only the minimum number of equations nece~­
sary for their calculation were used and these 
equations were exactly interrelated. .-\rith-
metical accuracy was checked by the independ-
ent calculation of one-fifth of the entire table. 
Less than one percent of these values :;hawed 
any significant de\·iation from those in the 
complete tables and these were recalculated. 
All vertical differences in the final table3 were 
checked, and any values that were out of line 
were recalculated. In addition, the differences 
between respective constant pressure tables 
in the superheat region were checked at two 
temperatures. .-\s a re:mlt of the ·e precau-
tions it is felt that the tables are practically 
free from arithmetical errors. 
The overall accuracy of the table:-; mav be 
judged by calculating certain additional prop-
erties from the data at hand a·nd comparinl! 
the results with thbse obtained from indenend-
ent experimental measurements. Thus: the 
specific heat of the liquid can be determined 
from the heat contents of the liqu id given in 
the table of saturated properties anrl compared 
with experimental values. The tables give ,·al-
ues of 0.203, 0.214 and 0.233 B.T.U. per lb. 
per F. at Ir, 73° and 146°F. respecti\·ely. 
The corresponding quantities, as determined 
by direct calorimetric measurement , were 
0.212, 0.220 and 0.223. The ratio of c" to c ~ at 
a pressure of one atmosphere was calculated 
as 1.077 at 171 oF. and 1.073 at 212g F. The 
corresponding experimental values, as d~ter­
mined from the speed of sound in' Freon" 113 
vapor, were 1.081 and 1.077. These quantities 
are in good agreement and con'titute an ex-
cellent check on the accuracy of the tables and 
the data and equations from which they were 
derived. 
In the low temperature portion of the table. 
namely below 10° F., the accurac)· of the data 
is not as good as that of the remainder oi the 
table. It is estimated that errors in this re-
gion may amount to several percent. Inaccu-
racies in this portion of the table do not affect 
the rest of the data because the methods of 
calculation were designed to eliminate such 
effects. 
This work was made possible throuRh the 
facilities of the Jack:~on Laboratorv, E. I. du 
Pont de Nemours & Company. . 
~OTATI0:'-0. ·rhe :symbols used in this ci rcular are 
tak_cn from the .-\meric:~_n !::itanclrm.l Symho! -; f•Jr 
Heat and Thermodynamtcs. 1•xct>pt 111 ~ 1:e .: a - ·~ of 
tables (Jf s up erh~att:rf prop~ rtiCS for \"Ofume, n('a t 
content. :wd en_tropy ( V, H, S 1. Pror e rh· th~ :> e 
arc untt quanttttC'S and shouh1 b~> . ymbl)l ized by 
lower ~a~~ lett~rs but the capttals ate retatned 
for lcg-Jbt!tty. 
PIIYSIC\L PH« •PEHTJE~ c )F 
THICIILOIH )l'HIFL(;C )f{( tETI I .\:\ E 
.. FREO~,. 113 
Cht· mical Fnnnub--C..:CI ~ F -CCI f .: 
\lok1·ubr \\"cight- -1 U7 .39 
J,,,i!in~ Point i i'61J lltlll-1 atm. 
·l7.6° F. •-t7.6~ C..: .) . 
\lei tin~ Point :_J l °F. ( -35cC: . : 
Critir:1.l Tnupl·r:l.tun·---t 17 .-t '- F. · 21-J. . l : C. ! 
Critical Prcssun:-495 lbs. ' in.:: ab~ . 
Color-Cle-ar and \vatrr white: 
Odor-Ethcn:al and similar to Cuhon t•·t ra-
chloridc 
~ini srurc-:\ot mon: than 0.0025' ( by \\(·ighr 
High Boiling Impuritic-s-:\or 1norc chan 
o.o.1r;. b\' volume 
Cldoridt·s-~onc 
Toxicitv-~[uch less toxic than Group -t. 
Cl~ssification of L~ ndcrwri ras' L bor:uo-
rics Report \IH 10i2-pa!_{c 1-t. 
Fbrnmability-:\onrombusrihil' and nontbm-
mablc. Unarrwritc-rs' Laboratoril·s Report 
\IH:1072-pagc 16. 
Temp. "F. c11 
Specific Heat 160 0.1633 
of Vapor 210 .1688 
(1 atm.) 260 0.1744 
•F. Vapor 
c,. 
0.1516 
.l5i3 
0.1630 
c..Jc.., 
1.077 
1.073 
1.070 
Liquid 
(Saturati0n 
Pressure) 
Centipoises 
-20 0.0090 1.566 
0 .0093 1.263 
20 .0095 l.O.t3 
40 .0098 0.876 
60 .0101 .747 
80 .0103 .646 
Viscosity 100 .0106 ·.564 
120 .0108 .497 
140 .0111 .442 
160 .0113 .395 
180 .0116 .356 
200 .0118 .322 
220 .0120 .293 
240 0.0123 0.268 
57 
I TtiiiP 1 
•
1
r ~- "'"· lb , ..... 
" 
-3o 1 o.2987 I 
-28 1 .32141 
-26 1 .3458 
-241 .3718 
-22 .3995 1 
-20 I 0.4288 
-18 ! .4600 
-16 : .4931 
-14 I .5z8o 
-12 1 .s6s2 
I 
~" lb./ln.• 
,. 
29.31· 
29.27* 
29.22* 
29.16* 
29.1P 
29.05* 
2~U18* 
28.92* 
28.85* 
28.77* 
-10 i 
-8 i 
0.6046 1 28.69* 
.6462 1 28.so· 
- 6 i .6902 28.51. 
- 4 I 
.7369 28.42* 
-2 1 .7860 28.32* 
0 
2 
4 
St 
6 : 
s I 
~g I 
14 
~: I 
20 
22 11 24 
26 
28 
30 
1
. 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
0.8377 
.8924 
.9503 
0.9802 
1.011 
1.075 
1.142 
1.213 
1.288 
1.366 
1.448 
1.534 
1.624 
1.719 
1.818 
1.922 
2.031 
2.145 
2.264 
2.388 
2.519 
2.655 
2.797 
2.944 
3.098 
3.258 
50 3.427 
52 3.602 
5-l 3.184 
66 3.973 
68 4.170 
60 4.374 
62 4.586 
64 4.807 
66 5.036 
68 5.275 
1 70 5 523 
I 
72 5.780 
74 tl.0-12 
I 76 1 6.320 78 6.607 ! 
I so I r. .9o2 82 7.208 I ~q I 7.5:!7 
86t · 1.S:tG 
28.21• 
28.10* 
27.99* 
27.92• 
27.86• 
27.73* 
21.so• 
27.45* 
27.30* 
27.14. 
26.97• 
26.so• 
26.61. 
26.42• 
26.22• 
26.01. 
25.79• 
25.55* 
25.31· 
25.06• 
24.79• 
24.52* 
24.23* 
23.93* 
23.61* 
23.29* 
22.94• 
22.59* 
22.22. 
21.83* 
21.43· 
21.02• 
20.59* 
20.14. 
19.67* 
19.18. 
18.68• 
18.16* 
17.62* 
17.0ii*l 16.47* 
15.87• 
PROPERTIES OF SATURATED VAPOR 
Volwne 
LIQU14 I rt.1/ tb. 
'r 
o.oo947 I 
.00948 I 
.oo949 1 
.00950 I 
.00952 I 
0.00953 1
1 
.00954 
.oo955 I; 
.0095i 
.00958 ! 
0.00959 ~ 
.00960 i 
.00962 i 
.00963 i 
. 00964 i 
0.00%6 
.OOCI67 j 
.00968 1 
.00969 i 
.009i0 I 
,.00971 
0.009i2 
.oo974 I 
:~~~~~ I 
.00978 
0.00979 1 
.0098 1 
.00982 1 
.009S4 
.00985 
0.00987 
.00988 
.00990 
.00991 
.oo993 I 
0.00994 
.00996 
.00997 
.00999 
.01000 
0.01002 
.01003 
.01005 
.01006 
.01008 
0.01010 
.01011 
.01 013 
.01015 
.01016 
0.01018 1' 
.01019 
.010~1 
.010:l3 ! 
.01025 ; 
0.010:?6 
.010:..3 
.0 10:\0 
.01031 . 
82.26 
7G.81 
71.71 
66.99 
62.63 
58.61 
54 .88 
51.42 
48.23 
45.25 
42.48 
39.92 
37.54 
35.31 
33.24 
31.31 
29.52 
27.84 
27.04 
Z6.27 
24.81 
23.45 
22.17 
20.97 
19.84 
18.79 
17.81 
16.89 
16.02 
15.20 I 
14.43 
13.71 
13.03 
12.39 
11.79 
11.22 
10.68 
10.18 
9.703 
9.253 
8.830 
8.426 
8.044 
7.682 
7.342 
7.018 
6.713 
6.424 
6.149 
5.88!l 
5.640 
5.404 
5.1RO 
4.971 
4.769 
4.574 
4.il92 
4.218 
4.051 
3.S93 
Dtnshr 
Uquid ! \'ap<~r 
lb./ ft .• j' lb.m .• 
11•, 11o1 I 
105.64 1 o.o121s I 
105.50 I .01302 I 
1os.31 1 .01395 i 
105.23 I .014~3 I 
105.09 ! .01597 I 
104.96 I o.o1706 
104.8!! I .01822 I 
104.68 I .01 9-15 I 
104.54 I .o20i4 1 
104.40 ! ,02210 I 
104.26 ,. 0.0~~54 ! 
104.12 .0-.:>05 i 
to3.98 1 .o2 ·fj4 
103.84 I .02832
1 
103.70 .03009 
103.56 I 0.03194 I 
1o3.41 · .o3388 I 
103.27 .o3s9z I 
103 .. 20 .03t;Y8 
103.13 .o3so6 I 
102.98 .04031 ; 
102.84 0.04265 ! 
102.69 .0-1511 I 
102.55 .04 -;'G9 
102.40 .05040 1 
102.25 .05322 I 
102.10 o.o5616 I 
101.96 .05922 
101 .81 .06243 1 
101.66 .06579 
101.51 .06929 
101.36 
101.21 
101.06 
100.91 
100.76 
100.60 
100.45 
100.30 
100.14 
99.99 
0.07294 
.07675 
.08071 
.08483 
.08913 
0.09361 
.0£18~6 
.1031 
.1081 
.1133 
99.83 1 0.1187 
99.68 .1243 
99.52 .1302 
99.37 .1362 
99 !1 .1425 
99.05 
98.89 
98.i3 
98.58 
98.42 
98.26 
98.10 
97.93 
97.77 
97.61 
0.1490 
.155i 
I 
.16~6 I 
.lG9S 
.1';'';'3 
I 0.1851 I 
I
I .1931 I 
.201: 
.~09i 
1 .21813 
l o:~m 
I .2 -Jli~ I 
Hrat Conttnt 
from --40" 
lntroor 
from -•o• 
Lltiuld L&:tnr I \'apor Liquid \'apor 
Btu./lb.
1 
Btu./lb. Blu./lb. Btu. /lb. ·r. nru.llb. ·r. 
hf h I 
I 
h, ., •• 
1.97 
2.36 
2.76 
3.1 6 
3.56 
72.68 
72.57 
72.45 
72.33 
72.21 
3.96 172.09 
4.36 71.98 1 
4.76 71.86 I 
5.16 . 71.74 
5.56 71.62 I 
5.96 71.51 I 
6.36 71.39 
6.76 ; 71.27 
7.17 1 71.15 
7.57 71.03 
7.98 I 70.92 
8.38 1 70.80 
8.78 , 70.68 I 
8.95 I 70.62 
9.19 70.56 
9.59 70.44 I 
10.00 70.32 
10.41 70.20 
10.81 1 70.08 
11.22 69.96 
11.62 69.84 
12.03 69.72 
12.44 69.60 
12.85 i 69.'18 
13.26 I 69.36 
13.67 69.24 
14.08 1 69.12 
14.49 69.00 
14.91 68.87 
15.32 68.75 
15.74 68.62 
16.16 68.50 
16.57 68.37 
16.99 6 .25 
17.41 68.12 
17.82 68.00 
74 .65 
74 .93 
75.21 
75.49 
75.7i 
76.05 
76.34 
7G.62 
76.90 
77.18 
77.47 
77:75 
78.03 
78.32 
78.60 
78.89 
7!).18 
79.46 
79.60 
79.75 
80.03 
80.32 
80.61 
80.89 
81.18 
81.46 
81.75 
82.04 
82.33 
82.62 
82.91 
83 .20 
83.49 
83.78 
84.07 
84.36 
84.65 
84.94 
85.24 
85.53 
85.82 
86.11 
86.40 
86.69 
86.98 
18.24 
18.66 
19.08 
1~ .50 
19.93 
67.87 
67.74 
67.61 
67.48 
67.35 
20.35 1 67.22 
20.77 67.09 
I 
87.28 
87.57 
87.86 
21.19 I 66 .~6 
21.62 . 66.83 
~2.05 1 66.69 
22.48 66.5S 
2!! .90 I 66.43 
23.33 I 6G.29 I ~3 .i6 i n6.16 I 
2-U9 I 66.0~ j 
88.15 
83.45 
88.74 
89.04 
S9.33 
~9 . fi2 
89 .92 
9{1.21 
24 .f':t ! f>5 .88 1
1 
90.51 
25.0li 1 65.7 4 ~0 . (l 
2:;.4~ G~ . fiO 91.0!'1 
:!.'1.93 ., 6:1.46 91.39 
26.36 65.32 I 91.68 
0.0047 
.0056 
.0065 
.0074 
.0083 
I 
0.0092 
.0101 
I .0110 .0119 
I 
.0128 
0.0137 
I .0146 
.0155 
.0164 
.0173 
0.0182 
.0190 
.0199 
.0203 
.0208 
.0216 
0.0225 
.0234 
.0242 
.0251 
.0259 
0.0268 
.0276 
.0285 
.0293 
.0302 
0.0310 
.0318 
.0327 
.0335 
.0343 
0.0352 
.0360 
.0368 
.0377 
.0385 
0.0393 
.0401 
.0410 
.0418 
.0426 
0.0434 
.0442 
.0450 
.0459 
.0467 
0.0475 
. . 0483 
I .0491 
I .0~99 
! .0507 
0.0515 
.0523 
.0;:)31 
.O!l39 
.0547 
0.1738 
.1737 
.1736 
.1735 
.1733 
0.1732 
.1731 
.1730 
.1729 
.1729 
0.1728 
.1727 
.1726 
.1726 
.1725 
0.1725 
.1724 
.1724 
.1723 
.1723 
.1723 
0.1723 
.1722 
.1722 
.1722 
.1722 
0.1722 
.1721 
.1721 
.1722 
.1722 
0.1722 
.1722 
.1722 
.1722 
.1722 
0.1723 
.1723 
.1723 
.1724 
.1724 
0.1725 
.1726 
.1726 
.1727 
.1727 
0.1728 
.1729 
.1729 
:1730 
.1731 
0.1731 
.1732 
.1733 
.1734 
.1735 
0.1736 
.1737 
.1738 
.1739 
.1740 
. '· 
-30 
-28 
-26 
-24 
-22 
-20 
-18 
-16 
-14 
-12 
-10 
- 8 
- 6 
- . 
-2 
0 
2 
.. 
5t 
6 
8 
10 
12 
u 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
60 
62 
64 
56 
58 
60 
62 
64 
66 
68 
'TO 
72 
74 
76 
78 
80 
I 82 84 
I 86t 88 
.01033 ! 
. 15.25*1 14.60* 
1:1.93" 
13.24* 3.7.S2 L 88 8.1~4 --------------------------~--------------~----~ 
97.45 
97.28 
97.12 
!Jf\.96 
96.79 I .:!:lti9 I .2672 
• 111C'f..., of W'mlfT htlow ene al.,..lfft. 
t Slan.brd len '""'"raturu. 
58 
,,.,_ 
. '· 
t 
90 
92 
94 
96 
98 
100 
102 
104 
106 
108 
110 
112 
114 
116 
118 
120 
122 
124 
126 
128 
130 
132 
134 
136 
138 
140 
142 
144 
146 
148 
150 
152 
154 
156 
158 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
2 
2 
10 
20 
--
- ·-
Ptn.sun 
AM. G.a::r 
1!1./i.n.• lb./ln.• 
' 
p. 
8.545 12.53• 
8.908 11.79• 
9.281 11.03• 
9.668 10.24. 
10.07 9.42• 
10.48 8.59• 
10.91 7.71• 
11.35 6.82• 
11.81 5.88• 
12.28 4.93• 
12.76 3.95• 
13.25 2.95• 
13.76 1.91. 
14.29 0.83• 
14.84 0.14 
15.40 0.70 
15.97 1.27 
16.56 1.86 
17.17 2.47 
17.80 3.10 
18.45 3.74 
19.11 4.41 
19.79 5.09 
20.48 5.7$ 
21.19 6.49 
21.93 7.23 
22.69 7.99 
23.47 8.77 
24.27 I 9.57 25.09 10.39 
25.93 11.23 
26.79 12.09 
27.67 12.97 
28.56 13.86 
29.48 14.78 
30.44 15.74 
35.53 20.83 
41.22 26.52 
47.60 32.90 
54.66 39.96 
62.50 47.80 
71.07 56.37 
PROPERTIES OF SATURATED VAPOR 
I I I lltat Cor.~tnt Volume I DmsitJ rrom -to• 
l.i~u1d \'.aoor Uqusd \"~oor Uqood I '-'""' (t.•tlb. ft.J/lb. Lb./fl .' Lb./ft.• Btt1./lb. Btu./ lb. 
'c 'c l/t c 1/t, he h 
i 
I 
!65.18 0.01035 3.600 96.63 0.2778 26.80 
.01037 3.463 
I 
96.46 .2 88 27.24 :6.>.04 
.0103!> 3.333 96.30 .:3001 27.67 :64.90 
.01040 3.20& 96.13 .3117 28.11 l64.75 
.01042 3.089 I 95.96 .3237 28.55 !64.60 
I 
l6-t.46 0.01044 2.976 95.79 0.3360 28.99 
.010-16 2.867 95.63 .3488 29.44 . 64.31 
.01048 2.762 95.46 .3620 29 .89 ·64.16 
.01050 2.662 95.29 .375b 30.33 i6-t01 
.01051 2.567 95.12 .3896 30.78 !63.86 
0.01053 2.477 94.95 0.4038 31.22 i63.71 
.01055 2.391 94.78 .4182 31.67 ,63.56 . 
.01057 2.308 94.61 .4333 32.12 ; 63.40 
.01059 2.228 94.43 .4489 32.57 163.25 
.01061 2.151 94.26 .4649 33.03 163.09 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0.01063 2.078 94.09 0.4813 33.48 162.93 
.01065 2.008 93.92 .4981 33.93 !62.78 
.01067 1.941 93.74 .5153 34.38 162.62 
.01069 1.876 93.57 .5330 34.83 i 62.46 
.01071 1.814 93.39 .5514 35.29 i62.30 
0.01073 1.754 93.22 0.5702 35.75 i62.14 
.01075 1.697 93.04 .5894 36.21 :61.97 
.01077 1.642 92.86 .6091 36.6';' i61.80 
.01079 1.590 92.69 I .6290 37.13 61.64 I .GlOB! 1.540 92.51 I .6494 37.59 161.48 
0.01083 1.491 
I 
92.33 I 0.6707 . 38.05 161.31 
.01085 1.444 92.15 .6926 38.52 161.13 
.01087 1.399 91.98 .1150 38.98 :60.96 
.01089 1.355 91.80 1 .7379 39.45 !60.79 
.01092 1.313 91.62 39.92 j€0.61 I .7615 
160.44 0.01094 1.273 91.44 0.7856 40.38 
.01096 1.234 91.25 .8102 40.85 160.27 
.01098 1.197 91.07 .8353 41.32 ;6o.o9 
.01100 1.162 90.89 .8608 41.79 i 59.91 
.01102 1.128 90;71 .8869 42.26 159.73 
0.01105 1.094 90.53 0.9141 42.74 59.55 
.01116 0.9442 89.60 1.059 45.12 58.62 
.01128 .8193 88.67 1.221 47.53 57.66 
.01140 .7134 87.72 1.402 49.97 156.66 
I 
."01153 .6241 86.76 1.602 52.45 F5.62 
.01166 .5477 85.79 1.826 64.96 j54.54 I 
0.01179 0.4827 84.80 2.072 57.49 153.43 
59 
I Entroo1 fro111 -~o· I Ttep. 
V.aoor I. !."rsu1d I VJPM • f . 
Btu./ lb. IBtu./lb. •r. I Btu.t lb. ·r. 
h, 't •: l 
91.98 0.0555 ; 0.17-U 90 
92.28 .0563 I .1742 92 
92.57 .05il I .1-43 94 
92.86 .0578 I .1744 96 
93.15 .0586 ! .1745 98 
I gj.45 0.0594 I 0.1746 100 
93.75 .0602 I .1747 102 94.05 .06 10 .1748 104 
94.34 .0618 .1750 106 
9-t64 .0626 .1751 108 
94.93 0.0634 0.1752 110 
95.23 .0641 .1753 112 
95.52 .06-19 .1755 114 
95.82 .0657 .1'756 116 
96.12 .0665 : .1757 118 
96.41 0.0673 I 0.1753 120 
96.71 .06SO I .1760 11'"' 
97.00 .0688 I .1761 1~4 
97.29 .0696 I .1 7o3 1:l6 
97.59 .0704 I .1764 128 I 
I 
97.89 0.0712 . 0.1765 130 
98.18 .0719 .1767 132 
98.47 .0727 I .1768 134 
98.77 .0735 : .1770 136 
99.06 .0742 1 .17il 138 
99.36 0.07SO 0.1773 140 
99.65 .0758 I .1'774 142 
99.94 .0765 .1'ii5 1-U 
100.24 .0773 .1717 146 
1100.53 .0781 
I 
.17i8 148 I 
I 
100.82 0.0789 0.1780 150 
1101.11 .0796 I .1782 152 ! 
101.41 .0804 .1783 154 
101. 70• .0812 i .1785 156 
101.99 .0819 i .1786 158 
I 
102.29 0.0827 I 0.1788 160 
103.74 .0865 
I 
.1796 170 
105.19 .0903 .1804 180 
106.63 .0940 
I 
.1813 190 
1108.07 .0978 .1821 200 
I 109.50 .1015 .1830 210 
110.92 0.1052 ! 0.1839 220 
I 
Tr~np . 
• F 
CAiaL'n.l 
-20 
-10 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
Ttmp. 
• r. 
CAt saL'n.) 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
PROPERTIES OF SlPERHEATED \'APOit-Continued 
<81 .9~1 I 
83.83 
85.74 
87.65 
89.55 ! 
91.46 
93.37 
95.27 
97.18 
99.09 
101.0 
102.9 
104.8 
106.7 
108.6 
110.5 
112.4 
114.3 
116.3 
118.2 
120.1 
122.0 
124.0 
125.9 
127.8 
129.7 
131.6 
133.6 
135.5 
137.4 
139.3 
141.2 
I 
II I 
I i ~ 66) 
16.06 
77.48 
78.91 
80.35 
81.80 
83.26 
84.7-l 
86.23 
8i.l3 
8G.2-l 
90.i6 
92.29 
93.83 
9~.40 
96.91 
98.55 
100.14 
101.74 
103.36 
10-L98 
106.62 
108.27 
109.93 
111.61 
113.30 
115.00 
116.71 
118.42 
120.15 
121.89 
123.64 
I !O. HJiil 
l
i 0.1110 
I .1802 
I 0.183-l 
I .1B6i"1 
I .189;j .1D~5 
1 .1955 
0.1985 
.2014 
.2043 
.2071 
.2099 
0.2127 
.2155 
.218:. 
.2209 
.2236 
0.2262 
.2289 
.2315 
.2341 
.2366, 
0.2392 
.2417 
.2-142 
.2467 
.2491 
0.2516 
.2540 
.256-l 
0.2588 
Abt. l'l~iSUrt ll. : lb.i in. 2 
~u,e Ptt;"are :!S .50 in. \'~c. 
(SM'n. l'rmp. -5.6• F. I 
(37.05) 
37.49 
38.32 
39.15 
39.98 
40.80 
41.62 
42.43 
43.25 
44.07 
44.89 
45.71 
46.53 
47.35 
48.18 
49.00 
49.83 
50.65 
51.47 
52.29 
53.10 
53.92 
54.7-l 
55.56 
56.37 
57.19 
5R.Ol 
58.83 
5~).64 
60.46 
61.28 
62.10 
{ :5.101 
78.90 
80.34 
81.79 
83.25 
84.72 
86.21 
87.71 
89.22 
90.74 
92.28 
93.82 
95.38 
96.95 
93.53 
100.12 
101.73 
103.34 
10·L97 
1015.61 
108.~6 
109.92 
111.60 
113 . ~9 
114.93 
116.69 
118.-U 
1:! .1~ 
1:!l.S7 
1:!3 .6:! 
1~5.39 
1 ~7 .18 
(1) . 1 :~61 
0.1743 
.1774 
.1805 
.1835 
.1865 
0.1895 
.192.t 
.1953 
.1981 
.2009 
0.2037 
.20t>5 
.2092 
.2119 
.2146 
0.2172 
.219G 
.2225 
.2:!51 
.2276 
0.:?302 
.2327 
.2352 
.2317 
.:!·W1 
0.~426 
.:!4;) 0 
.:!4'7l 
.:!-t~~ 
.~5:..:! 
0.25~5 
'bs. i'rt -urt IJ . I lh 1111. : I 
G•11~e i'rt ;,ure :!'1 II 1n. \" c. 
(;).&L'n. Ttlllp. -:!:! .u• f . I 
62.32 
64.25 
155.68 
67.11 
68.6:3 
70.06 
71.49 
11 
: 'irii I 
I 
8fJ.J4 i 
81.80 I 
i 8:1.26 I 
! 84.74 
72.92 I 86.22 
7 4.35 I 87.72 ! 
75.79 I 89.23 
77.22 ~,· 90.76 
78.65 92.29 
80.08 I 93.83 
81.51 I 95.39 
82.94 i 96.96 ! 
S.t.37 I 98.54 I 
85.80 • 1o0.13 I 
87.23 I 101.74 I 
88.66 1 103.35 
90.10 1 10-!.98 
91.53 106.62 
92.96 108.27 
94.39 1 109.93 
95.82 111.61 
97.25 1 113.30 
98.68 114.99 
100.1 I 116.70 
i 
101.5 118.42 
103.0 120.15 
104.4 121.88 
105.9 123.63 
10. 1 : :1: ) 
0.1'7 411 I 
.1772 
0.130:l 
.1 8:34 
.186;) I 
.1895 
.192;j 
0. 19ii-t 
. 1 ~83 
.21)12 
.:!041 
.2069 
0.2097 
.2124 
.2152 
.2179 
.2206 
0.2232 
.2253 
.2:Z84 
.2310 
.2336 
0.2361 
.2386 
.2-tll 
.2436 
.2461 
0.2485 
.250r> 
.2533 
0.255i 
Abs. Pressure O.S lb./in. 2 
G~u:;e Prt~sure :!:! .:!9 ln. \'ac. 
(::::.L'n. Ttmp. -t.s• f . ) 
(32. 7 II 
32.81 
33.53 
34.25 
34.97 
35.69 
36.41 
37.13 
37.85 
3S.57 
39.29 
40.01 
40.72 
41..:4 
42.16 
42.88 
43.60 
44.32 
45.04 
45.75 
46.47 
47.18 
47.911 
43.fll 
49 .3:1 
~0.04 
50.76 
5 1.47 
:1:!.19 
52.91) 
53.62 
54.34 
( ;S.6SI 
78.89 
80.33 
81.78 
83.25 
84.72 
!o.r;z;;J 
0.1129 
.116{) 
.1791 
.1821 
.1851 
86.21 0.1881 
87.71 .1910 
89.22 .1939 
90, 74 I .1967 
~ T · .1995 
93.82 1 0.2023 
95.38 I .2051 
96.95 I .207S 
98.53 .2105 
100.12 ! .:!132 
101.72 I 0.2158 
103.34 .21 85 
104.96 .:!:!11 
106.60 ,_:!36 
108.25 .226~ 
109.91 
111.:)9 
113.~3 
114 .98 
116.69 
l
llRA 1 
1:.!0.13 
1 :.!1. !16 
1:!3.6 1 
125.38 
127.17 
0.22~8 
I .:!313 
.23:38 
I .~363 
I 
.:.!387 
0.~41 ~ 
I .2436 
1 .:!~t>O 
.2484 
.:!507 
0.25:3 1 
.. o. Ls. l"ru•ure 0 ~. lb /II' : 
wu~:t Prt.ture :!S .~111 :u. \':~c. 
1:-ilL'n. Temp. -lj.!i" F. I 
II ! s 
1.:;1J : .,. I c7~.6 8t I tnli:Jot 
·;i·l·.~3 ! .7.7.47 j o'.i748 
[J2.58 ! i8.90 I 
53.72 I 80.34 : 
54.8i I 81:79 
5G.c)1 
1
1 g3.26 
57.16 84.73 
58.31 I 86.22 
59.4 7 8i.72 
611.63 89.23 
61.78 I 90.75 
62.93 9~.28 
c,.to7 
65.21 
66.36 
67.51 
68.65 
69.80 
';'0.94 
72.09 
'73.23 
74.33 
75.52 
76.67 
1 ... 81 
78.96 
80.10 
81.25 
82.39 
83.54 
84.68 
85.83 
I 93.83 
II 95.39 9:;.~6 
I 98.54 100.13 
1 101.73 I 
1
103.35 1 
104.98 I 
j 10G.61 I 
I 108.26 I 
II 109.92 ,111.60 I 113.29 
1
114.99 
116.70 I 
118.42 
120.15 
121.88 I 123.63 
1125.40 
0.1779 
.1810 
.1~41 
.1871 
.1901 
0.1931 
.1~60 
.1989 
.2017 
.2U45 
0.2073 
.2101 
.212~ 
.21:i :i 
.2182 
0.2208 
.2234 
.2260 
.2286 
.2312 
0.2337 
.2363 
.2338 
.2412 
.2437 
0.2461 
.2486 
.2510 
.2533 
0.2557 
.\os. Prt; ·ure 0.9 lb.tin.1 
Glu~e i'rts ure 2~ . 0!1 in. \'u. 
(5JL':!. Tt:np. +2.3" f . ) 
( :!~ . JI)) ( ~9 . !!2) (0. li!!4) 
29.79 80.33 . 0.17-i8 
30.43 81.78 .1779 
31.07 83.24 .1809 
31.71 84.72 .1839 
32.35 
. 32.99 
33.63 
34.27 
34.91 
35.55 
36.19 
36.83 
31.41 
38.11 
38.75 
39.39 
4L1.03 
40.67 
41.31 
41.94 
4:!.."> 7 
43 .~1 
43.84 
44.4S 
45.12 
.;:,,'75 
4ti . ~i9 
4-;" .C)~ 
47.66 
48.30 
48.93 
86.20 
87.70 
89.21 
90.74 
!:12.27 
93.81 
95.37 
96.94 
98.52 
100.12 
101.72 
103.33 
104.96 
106.60 
108.25 
109.91 
111.59 
113.28 
114 .~8 
116.69 
11 .40 
1 :!ll.l3 
1:! l.S6 
1:2:ua 
1:.!5.38 
1:!7.17 
128.97 
0.1868 
.1897 
.1926 
.1955 
.1933 
0.2011 
.2038 
.2066 
.2093 
.2119 
0.2146 
.2172 
.2198 
. :.~24 
.2249 
0.22""5 
.:!300 
.:!:!25 
.:.!350 
.23i5 
0.2399 
.:!.:~3 
.:!Hi 
.:!~i 1 
.249j 
0.2518 
0.2542 
.\bs P:t ll•.llt u 'i lh /ln.• 
l:.lu;e Prt \~ure :!3 :u lr.. Vac. 
IS&L'n. l<mP. - IU :· r.J 
v 
..... I 
42.83 I 
43.i9 
44.74 
45.70 
46.65 i 
47.61 I 
48.56 ! 
4!).52 1 
5o..:7 I 
51.43 
52.38 
53.34 
54.31 I 
55.27 I 
56.22 ; 
51.18 
58.13 
59.09 I 
60.04 
60.99 
61.95 
62.90 
63.85 
64.81 
65.76 I 
66.71 
II 
77.47 
78.91) 
80.34 
81.i9 
S3.25 
84.73 
s 
.... • i 
0.1'i29 i 
0.1761) 
.1791 
.1822 
.1852 
.1882 
I 0. 1911 
.l!J.tO 
.lf16!J 
.l9Y8 
86.22 
87.i:! 
89.23 I 
90.15 
92.28 .20:2t.i 
93.82 
%.39 
96.96 I 
98.54 
I 0.2Q;", ~ 
.2 8 1 
.21 0V 
.213ri 
100.13 ; .2162 
101.73 i 
1 "3.34 ; 
to.t.n 
106.6 1 
108.26 
109.92 
111.. 
113.29 114.9~ ! 
116.10 i 
' 
0.2189 
.:!21 5 
.22-11 
.2213i 
.22w;) 
0.2318 
.2:343 
.23ll' 
.2393 1 
.2418 ; 
I 
67.67 I lll:L41 I 0.24-12 j 
68 .62 ! 120.14 
69.57 I 121.87 
70.53 1 123.62 
71.48 1 125.39 
i .2466 
I .2490 
l .251 4 i 0.2538 
,,bs. Pmrure 1.0 lb ./ln. • 
GUJo;t Presrurt 2 i . - ~ 1n. \'ac. 
!SJL'n. Te n: ;>. 5.6• F.) I 
(:!ti.S~l 
26.79 
27.38 
27.96 
28.53 
29.10 
29.67 
30.25 
30.82 
31.39 
31.97 
32.56 
33.14 
33.71 
3-l.-8 
34.85 
35.42 
35.99 
36.57 
37.15 
37.73 
38.30 
38.88 
39.46 
40.03 
40.60 
41.18 
41.'75 
-1:! .32 
4:!.8~ 
43.46 
H.O~ 
80.32 
81.78 
83.24 
84.71 
86.20 
87.70 
89.21 
90 .73 
92.27 
93.81 
95.37 
96.94 
98.52 
100.11 
101.72 
103.33 
104.96 
106.60 
108.25 
109.91 
111.59 
113.:!3 
114.!.)7 
116.68 
118.40 
1:!11.13 
121. ' li 
1:.!:3 .1i2 
1:.!5.38 
127.16 
128.96 
I (0.1 ;""!J) ! 
0.1i:37 
.1768 I 
.1798 I 
.1823 1 
0.1857 
.1886 I 
.1915 
.1~43 I 
.1972 i 
0.20c)0 I 
.2027 I 
.2054 I 
.20Sl I 
.:.!103 ! 
I 
0.2135 ! 
.~1 6 1 J 
.2187 
.~213 
.2:!33 ! 
0.2264 I 
.~:!S9 ' 
1 .:.!314 I 
I 
.::!3:.1!) I 
.2363 I 
I I 0.2338 
.:.!.U:.! ·~ 
.:.!436 
.:! 41'0 
.248~ 
0.2Sil7 
0.!!531 : 
60 
61 
PROPERTIES OF SUPERHEATED VAPOH-Continued 
Abt. I'Tf,,ure I. I IIJ . .'a ro .' .\!JI . l'rr ; ;ure 1.2 lb. /" n.: Ao, . l'rt ' .urc I 3 lb./ 11.2 AI); . Pre, •urt I A lb /ln.' I 
Ttmp. Q.lur~~~~·~:m~: ·s.;.~ !"r .~.l c .~ . - - C.ur.e PtP•·•Jte 2 i . I !! ln. \'Jc. C.1uce l'rt" ~, • • rl · '1 ; . ~; t: t. \·Jc. C:au;e I' t"Wt 2; 0; ln. \"ae. • f. I l::i.ll"n. 1cmp. 11.6" F.l (SJ L"Il. Tcmv. li.3" F. J (:-.ll"n 1tmv. 16.:1" F.l 
l v I H ; ! I I I I s v t: s ~ H s \" i ll 8 
(Al sat'n.) (21.2!!) (SO .lJI I (Q.1;~3 ) (:!2 . 10) I ( 0.55) (0-1722) (20.;:il I (50 .~3) I (I). I ;~:!I '.' ~ ~~~~ ! (Sl.llll (0 .11221 10 24.35 80.32 0.1726 ..... . .... . .... . .... .. . .. I 
20 24.87 I I I 
..... . .. . . .. . . . I 
81.77 : .1757 22.80 81.77 0.1748 21.03 81.76 0.1740 1!>.52 : 81.76 0.1731 
30 25.39 83.24 I .1787 23.28 83.23 .1778 21.47 I 83.23 .1':'70 19.93 I 83.23 I .1762 ; 
40 25.91 84.71 I .1817 23.75 ! 84.71 .1808 21.91 i 8.t7o I .1800 20.3:1 I 84.'70 .1792 ' 
50 26.43 I I I 
I I 
86.20 0.1847 2-1.23 86.19 0.1837 22.36 86.19 I 0.1829 20.76 i 86.19 I 0.1 821 
60 26.96 87.70 .1876 24.71 i 87.69 .1866 22.80 87.69 I .1858 21.17 I 87.69 I .18GO 
70 27.49 89.21 j .1905 25.19 I 89.20 .1895 23 .24 ! j I 
I 
I i 
8!.'.20 .1 387 2l.fi8 89.20 .1879 
80 28.01 90.73 I .1933 25 .67 90.72 .1924 23.68 91) .72 I .1915 21.99 
I 91).72 : .1907 
90 28.53 92.26 I .1961 26.15 i 92.26 .1952 24.13 92.26 I .1944 
I 
22.40 I 92.25 ; .1935 
100 29.05 93.81 I 0.198!) 26.63 93.&0 0.1980 24.58 i 93.81) 0.1971 22.81 i 93.80 i 0.1 9G3 
110 29.57 95.3- I .2017 
I, 
27.11 I 9:) .:J6 .2007 25.02 I 95.36 ! .1999 23.22 95.:16 I .1 9!> 1 ! 120 30.09 96.94 ! .2044 27.59 96 .93 .2035 25.46 % .93 .20:!6 
I 
23.63 96.93 .2018 
130 30.62 98.52 
t 
.:W'il 28.07 I 98.51 .2062 25.911 I 98.51 I .2053 2-L04 98.51 I .204.j I I I 
140 ~·1.15 100.11 .:..098 28.55 1100.10 .2089 26.34 I 100.10 .2080 24.45 100.10 I .2072 
I 
150 31.68 I 101.71 
i 
0.2124 29.03 ' 101.71 0.2115 2G.7S 
I I 
I 
2-1 .86 I 101.70 0.2106 101.70 0.2099 
160 32.20 ! 103.33 .2151 29.51 . 103.32 .2141 2-;".23 l 10:3.32 I .2133 :! i;.27 103.32 .2125 170 32.72 10~.95 .2177 29.99 : 104.95 .2167 2i.68 ; 104.95 .:!13!1 25.68 10-t 9-t I .2151 
180 33.24 106.59 .2202 30.47 106.59 .2193 2S.12 106.59 I .~1 8 .1 
I 
:26 .10 106.58 .21i '; 
190 33.76 108.24 I .2228 30.95 1108.24 .2219 28.56 I 108.24 i .2211 2o.52 , 108.:!3 .2202 200 3-1.28 109.90 
I 
0.2253 :nA3 ' 109 .90 0.22H 29.00 ! 109.90 ! 0.2236 26.93 10v.89 0.2228 
210 34.80 111.58 .227~ 31.91 1111.53 .2270 29.44 l ll1.3S .2:.!ol 27.34 111.57 
I 
.2:.!53 i I 
220 35.32 113.27 .2304 32.39 111:3.27 .2295 
I 
29.88 . 113.27 I .2:!S6 2'i.75 113.26 I .22i 8 
230 35.85 114.97 ,23:!9 32.87 111-1:97 .2319 30.32 i 114.V6 i .2311 23. 16 i 11-t96 i .2303 240 36.37 116.68 .2353 33.33 ; 116.68 .2344 30.76 116.67 9 " '> - 28.57 I 111.3.6'7 .2328 .-v u;) ' i 118.39 
I 
I 
250 36.90 118.40 0.2378 33.83 0.2368 31.20 ! 118.39 
I 0.2360 28.98 118.39 I 0.2352 260 37.43 120.13 .2~ 02 34.:n : 120.12 .2393 31.64 : 120.12 .2384 2!) .:39 1:.!11.12 .23i6 
270 37.95 121.86 .2~ :.. 6 3-1.79 1121.86 .2.U7 3:2.08 . 121.86 .2408 29.80 121.35 I .:!400 
280 38.47 123.61 .2450 35.26 1123.61 .2441 32.53 ! 123.61 .2~32 30.21 123.60 I .2424 
290 38.99 125.38 .2~74 35.74 125.38 .2464 32.98 j 125.37 I .2-158 
I 
30.62 
I 
125.37 I .24-18 
! 127.16 I I 300 39.51 127.16 0.2497 36.22 0.2~88 33.43 127.16 I 0.2-!i9 31.03 127.16 0.2471 310 40.03 128.96 0.2521 36.69 ! 128.96 .2511 33.88 I 123.96 I .2503 31.H I 128.95 .2495 
320 ..... . .... ..... 37.17 1130.76 0.2535 34.32 I 130.76 i 0.2526 I 31.85 I 130.1'5 i 0.2518 . I 
Abs. l'rtsrurt 1.6 lh .n n.: Ab:l. l'rr•surt 1.~ lb./in.' Abs. Pr~;;ure 2.u llJ./ tn .: .\ us. Prr; urt :!.:! lh ., in. t 
I 
Temp. C:~u:e Pre;surt :!li.136 in. \'Jc. G.1u~:e Pl?<iUrt :!,;.:! •3 ln. \'•c. C.Su~~ £'!-tW i lt :! .) . ' j !:1. \' JC. G.~u~:e Ptes.urt :!5.H in. \'.1e. j 
• F. (~t·a. Temp . :!l.:i" f .l t.' .. t'n. Ttmp. 25.o" r .l (5-ll 'u. Ttmp. :! ~ . •· f . I !:i-ll' a . T: mp. 3:! . !1 " r .l 
(At sl'a.) (li.l:ll ( ~ l.!J7) (0.1 ;~ll ( 15.351 1 (8:!.511 I (l) . li22) (l:l .!ll) I (S:U:!l I (0 .1 ::!'!) (12.; ~) I 
(5:! .62) i (0.1i22) I 
30 17.43 83.22 0.1':'47 15.49 I 83.21 O.i735 13.92 i s3.2o 1 0.1724 I ..... ' 40 17.79 84.69 .1'i''i7 15.81 84.68 .1765 14.21 I 84.68 .1 753 12.92 1 84.67 0.1743 
50 18.15 86.18 0.1807 16.13 I 86.17 0.1794 14.50 I 86.16 I 0.1783 13.18 86.16 I 0.1773 i 
60 18.51 87.68 .1536 16.45 I 87.67 .1323. 14.79 81.66 I .1812 13.44 87.66 1 
.1802 I 
70 18.87 89.19 .1865 16.77 I 89.18 .1852 15.08 89.17 1 .18H 1:3.'i0 89.17 .1531 I 
80 19.23 90.71 .1893 17.09 I 90.';0 .1831 15.37 il
1).69 .1 '69 13.96 90.69 .1859 
90 19.59 92.24 .19'21 17.41 92.24 .1909 15.66 n.23 .1898 
H.22 9:!.22 .1 SS7 I 
100 19.95 93.79 0.1949 17.73 93.78 0.1937 15.95 i 93.77 I 0.1926 14.48 93.77 0.191 5 
110 20.31 95.35 .19ii 18.05 93.34 .1!>64 16.24 I 95.33 i 
.1933 14 .75 l 95.33 .194:.! .:.!004 13.37 96.~l1 .1992 16.53 I 96.90 I .1~lSO 15.02 9u.9u .1970 120 20.67 9o .9:.! 
' I 93.49 I .1!.>!.>7 130 21 .03 98.50 .:.!031 18.69 98.49 .2019 16.82 I 98A!) .:!01)7 15.28 I 
140 21.39 100.09 .2058 19.01 1100.08 .~045 17.11 ! 100.09 I .2034 15.5-1 I 
100.08 .2024 
I 
150 21.75 101.69 0.2034 19.33 1101.69 0.2072 17.39 1 101.69 
i 0.~06 1 15.8t 1l11.68 0.205 1 
160 22.11 103.31 ,_111 19.65 103.3 1 .::!098 1';.68 103.31 
I .~08 7 16.07 ! 103'.30 I .:! t17i I 
170 22.47 10-!.94 .21 3i 1~.97 1104.9:3 .212-! 17.% i 10-1.93 I .2113 16.33 
1 0 -1~~3 i .210:! 
180 22.83 106.58 .~163 2tl.:!!) 110t> .5i 
I 
.::!150 13.25 l lll6.57 I 
.21 39 l G.:l!> I 
! OG .. jl) I . ~ 12 !) 
190 23.19 108.::!2 .21SS 20.61 105.22 .2116 18.54 
IL18.::!2 .2164 1G.85 108.21 .215-l : 
I 
I 
' 
I 
109.89 0.2214 20.a3 1109 .88 0.::!201 18.83 109.88 0.2190 
17.11 I 109.88 I 0.::!180 200 23.55 I 
210 23.91 111.5i .:!:!3!) 21.25 1ll.SG l 
.::!2:!6 1~ . 12 1 111.56 .:!:215 17.38 I 111.55 . ~ ::!0 5 I 
220 24.27 113.:!6 .::!~ ':) 4 21.57 ! 113.:!.) .2251 19.-10 I 113.2·1 
.:.:! -W 17.6-l 
' 
11 :.!. 24 I .:.!:!:10 
114 .95 .:! :..~\ :) :.!1.39 j ll ·L~ 5 .~:.!76 19.69 : 114.94 I .:!:!o3 17.90 
I 11 -Ul 3 l .:2:.!55 230 24.63 I i 240 24.99 116.66 .:.!313 2::!.21 j llt'.oti .:!301 19.97 1 116.ti5 .::!:.!~0 18.16 116.tH .:!:2 '79 I i I 
250 25.35 118.33 0.:!338 22.53 ; 11 8.35 I 0.2325 20.26 
I 113.3- ! 0 .~3U 
18.42 I 118.3G I 0.2304 
i 
.23-l!.l :!0.55 I l:! ll .lO .:!333 1S.G8 1 :!11.11!) I .:!3:!3 I 260 25.71 12tU1 .:.! :3 0::! :!:!.85 : 1 :! ll.l1 I 1S.9-l I l:! UI:l I .:! :1 :-· :! 
270 26.07 121.85 .:!3 "tl 23 .17 jt :!Uq I .:!:i73 211.84 I 121.S4 l 
.::!3,;:.! 
i 280 26.43 123.60 I .:2HO :.!:.!A9 l }:!:t ;) ~ I .~ : ) ~·-: :! 1.13 1 l:.! ~Li9 .:!:.!::1 6 
1 ~l . :! t) l:!:tj8 .:.! :.! i 6 
290 26.78 125.:37 . . 2434 23.S1 11:!5.36 
.2-1:!1 21.-l:! I 1:!5.3 ci i .2.tu9 I l!.Ui 1:!5.35 .:! ·HIO 
I 
I I 
11:?7.15 ; 12i.15 I 0.24 33 19.7-1 l 
l:!i.l4 I 0 . ~-1 2:1 
! 
27.14 12i.16 0 . 24~>7 2-U2 0.24.:5 21.71 300 I l:!S.94 .:!~ :l 7 :! ll .Ot 1 :! ~ . ~\:\ .:!4-17 I 
310 27.:i0 123.!.'13 .::!.tS1 2~ . -l.t 
: l:!q _!.'l-l .:!~" :!:!.00 ' 
: 1 ~1 11 . 7" .:! l ~11 2:!.:!5 l l:ttl.i 4 .:.!.t tl :! tl.:! l) ' t :lt l. i3 
I 
.:!-l7ll I 
320 2i.86 13L1.'75 
I 
.:! ;i lq 24.76 I I 132.56 0.2527 25 .08 i 13:.!.~G O.:.! ;i l4 I ~:.! . ~7 . 13::!.55 0.~503 :.! l). ;.:.! t :l ~ .: •. l .:!493 330 28.23 , ..... I zu.'iS I 13-1 .31 I 0.2:i16 s•o ····· . .... I ... . . . ..... ... .. ..... I 
····· 
..... 
_j 
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PROPERTIES OF SUPERHEATED VAPOR-Continued 
Abt. Pnmn 2 ~ lb In • - ~· Abt. Prusurt ~ . 6 lb./In r .o\t.J . Prti ;UH ~ lb / I!:' I Abs. Prtuurt 3.0 lb /ln.• te-o. liau&t hu.u.rr 2~ IH an. \"ac. Cw't Pm.~urt 2C .63 ln. \"ac. Gauze Prust..rr ~ t :!~ 1:1 \"u. ~Ult i'rruurr 23.81 ln . \'u. 
.... CS&l'IL TttiiQ. J6.2" f . ) ts...t' n.. Temp. 3!1 .2• 1.1 ISAt'n. Trr::p. ~:: . o• f . l l~t·n . Trmp. H .i• F . l 
' 
v H I 8 v H s \' H i s v II s 
(At at'n.) 01.14) CSUOI (0.1i:!2) (l0.S9) (8(.53) (0.17:!3) 110.1;) 184 .9H i 10.1;:!31 (9.53:) (85 . :l~) (0.1723) 
40 11.8-l 84.66 0.1'134 10.91 84.65 0.1725 ..... e • • • • I ..... . .... . .... . .... 
50 12.08 86.15 0.1763 11.13 86.14 0.1755 10.33 86.13 I 0.1i47 9.G37 86.12 0.1739 
60 12.32 87.65 .1'i92 11.35 87.64 .1';~4 10.54 87.63 . .1176 9.831 87.62 .1769 
70 12.56 89.16 .1821 11.58 89.15 .1813 10.75 89.14 .1805 10.02 89.13 .1797 
ao 12.80 90.68 .1850 11.80 90.67 .1841 10.95 90.66 .1833 10.22 90.66 .1826 
90 13.04 92.21 .18':8 12.02 92.21 .18G9 11.16 92.20 : .1861 10.41 92.19 .1854 
100 13.28 93.76 0.1906 12.24 93.75 0.1891 11.37 93.':4 ' 0.1889 10.60 93.74 0.1882 
no 13.52 95.32 .1934 12.47 95.31 .192.) 11.58 95.30 ° .191i 10.80 95.30 .1910 
120 13.76 96.89 .1061 12.69 96.88 .1952 11.79 ~o.8i .1944 10.99 96.87 .1937 
130 14.00 98.43 .1983 12.91 98.47 .19i9 11.~9 ~S.-!G .19i1 11.18 98.46 .1964 
140 14.24 100.0i .2015 13.13 100.06 .2006 12.20 100.06 .1993 11.38 100.05 .1991 
150 14.48 101.68 0.2041 13.3G 101.67 0.2033 12.40 ! 10l.G6 0.2025 11.57 101.65 0.2017 
160 14.72 103.29 .2068 13.58 103.28 .2o;:;r, 12.G1 103.~8 .2051 11.76 103.27 .~04-! 
170 14.96 10-t.92 .20~.; 13.80 104.91 .2085 12.82 I 104.90 .201i 11.95 104.90 .2070 
180 15.20 106.56 .2099 14.02 106.55 .2111 13.02 I 106 .. j4 .2103 12.15 106.54 .2095 I 
190 15.44 108.21 .2145 14.25 103.20 .213i 13.23 I 108.19 ° .2129 12.34 108.19 .2121 
200 15.68 109.87 0.2171 14.47 109.86 0.2162 13..!4 
I 
10!:1.86 ° 0.2154 12.53 109.85 0.2147 
210 15.93 111.54 .2196 14.69 111.54 .2187 13.65 111.54 .21 i9 12.i2 111.53 .2172 
220 16.17 113.23 .2221 14.91 113.22 .2212 13.85 113.23 •)? • 12.92 113.22 .2197 ·-- -t 
230 Hi.41 114.93 .2246 15.13 114.92 .2237 14.05 ! 114.92 .z:z~ ~ 13.11 114.92 .2222 
240 16.65 116.64 .2210 15.35 116.63 .2262 14.26 I 116.63 .2234 13.30 116.63 .2246 
I 14.46 I 
I 
250 16.89 118.35 0.2295 15.58 118.35 0.2286 118.35 I 0.22':8 13.4!) 118.35 0.2271 
260 17.13 120.08 .2319 15.80 120.08 .2310 14.Gi I 120.05 i .2302 13.68 120.08 .2295 
270 17.37 121.82 .2343 16.02 121.82 .2334 14.88 121.82 . .2326 13.87 121.82 .2319 
280 17.61 123.58 .23G7 16.24 123.57 .2358 15,09 I 123.;i'" i .23.50 14.06 123.57 .2343 
290 17.85 125.35 .2391 16.46 125.34 .2382 15.29 125.34 ! .2374 14.26 12.3.33 .2367 I 
300 18.09 127.14 0.2414 16.68 127.13 0.2406 15.50 12"7.13 I 0.2398 14.46 127.11 0.2390 
310 18.33 123.93 .2437 16.90 128.92 .2~29 15.70 1:ZIL2 : .2~21 14.65 128.91 .2414 
320 18.57 130.73 .2-161 17.12 130.72 .2452 15.90 130.':3 : .24-l~ 14.84 130.71 .2~37 
330 18.81 132.54 .2434 17.34 132.54 .24i5 16.11 132.54 I .2461 15.03 132.52 .2460 
340 19.05 134.36 0.2507 17.56 134.36 0.2498 16.31 134.36 i .2490 15.22 134.35 .2483 
350 . . . . . 
····· 
..... 
····· 
..... . .... 16.52 i 136.20 : 0.2513 15.41 136.19 0.2505 
AbS. Prmurr 3.2 lb./ln.1 .o\IH.. Pr~ssurt 3.-t lb . .'ln 1 Abs. P~s.surt 3.15 ltl./in.1 Abs. Prt!SUrt 3.8 lb./ln.
1 
TtmiJ. Cau::e PrtsrJrc 23.U ln. \'ae. Cau;;r l'f'l'smrt :!:1 .00 in. \'ae. G~u~r Prt-Hure :!:!.5!.1 111 \'Jc. G1u;e Prusure :1:! . 19 ln. \'ac. 
• F. (Sat'n. 'rcmp. 4i.3• f . ) (Solt'n. Trmp. 4!! . i 0 f . ) ISJt'n. Te mp. :i:!.o• F.l (Ss ·u. 'l'rn:p. 5t.2• f.) 
( .\t sat'n) (5.9~3, I 
'"·'" I (0.1 i2~ l ISAS9ll c o.06> (O.liZ.SI (8 .~~~'. 1 ·:~::~ I (1).1 ; ;!.)) (i.6:i3) (S6.i2J (0.1725) 50 9.030 86.12 0.1733 8.493 1 86.11 0.1726 ..... . .. . .... ..... 60 9.2091 87.62 .1762 8.665 I 87.61 .1755 8.177 1 0.1749 7.742 87.59 0.1743 
70 9.391 1 89.13 I .1791 8.837 1 89.12 .1784 8.3381 89.11 1 .1'ii8 7.895 89.10 .1772 
80 9.573 90.65 .1819 9.009 90.64 .1813 8.499 90.63 ! .1806 8.048 90.62 .1800 
90 9.755 92.18 .1847 9.181 ! 92.18 .1841 8.659 92.17 . .1834 8.201 92.16 .1829 
I 100 9.938 93.73 0.1875 9.353 1 93.72 0.1869 8.819 93.71 l 0.1862 8.354 93.71 0.1857 
110 10.12 95.29 .1903 9.525 95.28 .1896 8.980 95.21 I .1890 8.506 95.27 .1884 
120 10.30 96.86 .1930 9.697 96.85 .1924 9.141 96.8-t I .1917 8.659 96.84 .1911 
130 10.48 98.45 .1957 9.869 I 98.44 .1951 9.305 93.43 I .1944 8.812 98.43 .1938 
140 10.66 100.04 .1984 10.03 100.03 .19ii 9.466 100.03 1 .1971 8.965 100.02 .1965 
I 
' 
150 10.84 101.65 0.2010 10.20 101.64 0.2004 9.627 101.63 0.1998 9.118 1'11.62 0.1992 
160 11.02 103.26 .2l)37 10.37 103.26 .2030 9.iSS 103.25 .20:?4 9.271 103.24 .2018 
170 11.20 104.89 .20G3 10.54 104.89 .2056 9.94S 10-l.SS I .205L) 9.423 104.87 .2044 
180 11.38 j 106.54 .2089 10.71 106.53 .20S2 10.11 10o.53 j .2076 9.5':6 106.52 .20i0 
190 11.56 
I 
108.19 .2114 10.88 108.18 .2108 10.27 108.18 1 .~10:? 9.7:?9 108.17 .2096 
200 11.74 109.85 0.2140 11.05 109.85 0.2133 10.43 109.84 I 0.2127 9.882 109.83 0.2121 
210 11.92 ! 111.53 .2165 11.22 111.;;2 .2159 10.59 I 111.51 I .2153 10.03 111.51 .2147 220 12.10 113.21 .2190 11.39 1 113.21 .21S-t 10.75 
I 
113.~0 .2178 10.19 113.19 .2172 
230 12.28 I 114.91 .2215 11.56 114.90 .220S 10.91 1H.90 1 .~202 10.34 114.89 .2196 I 
I I 240 12.47 ! 116.62 .2:...10 11.73 i 116.61 
.2233 11.07 11s.61 1 .22:?7 10.49 116.60 .2221 
I 
l I 250 12.65 I 118.34 0.22G.t 11.90 l 118.33 0.2:?57 11.23 115.32 0.2~3~ 10.64 118.32 0.22.£5 260 12.83 I 1:W.06 .2:?58 12.07 120.05 .2:!"2 I 
11.4v 120.0.) ; .2::!76 10.79 120.04 .2270 
270 13.01 1:!1.80 
I 
.~312 12.i!.S I 121.1.1 .230t> 11.5fl 
I 
121.':9 ; .:?300 10.93 121.'"8 .2294 
280 13.19 i 1~3.55 .2336 12.-11 1 123.55 I 
.2330 11 ... 2 123.54 I .23:.!4 11.10 123.53 .2318 
290 13.37 I 125.32 .23Gu 12.58 1 125.32 .2353 11.88 123.31 1 .2347 11.25 125.30 .2341 
300 13.56 I 127.11 I 0.:!3~ 3 12.75 : 127.11 
I 
0.2377 1~.04 i 127.1 0 ' 0.~371 11.40 127.09 0.2365 310 13.74 ! 125.90 i .2-tl)'; 12.92 ; 12S.DO .2~00 12.20 1 :?S. !> : .2394 11.53 12 .89 .2388 320 13.92 13 ).';'0 I .:?43ll 13.119 
I 131).7ll .24~:1 1:?.36 l:Hl .W I .2-117 11.70 130.69 .2412 
330 14.09 I 132.52 .!!4 :'·3 13.:!6 i 13~.51 .:..4411 12.52 13:?.51 ' .:?4 -H 11 .55 132.50 .2435 
340 14.27 
I 
13.£.34 t .2~i6 13.H ! 134.3~ .2469 12.63 134.33 I 
.24tH 12.00 134.33 .2.£58 
350 14.45 136.18 I 0.2499 13.60 1 1·3·6 .. ~~ 0.2492 12.84 136.17 i 0.2486 12.15 136.17 0.2481 360 . .... .... ..... 13.00 I 13S.02 0.2509 12.31 138.01 0.2503 .... . .. .. 
63 
PROPERTIES OF SUPERHEATED VAPOR-Continued 
Ah!. Pr?nurt -' .0 lb./in. I .H•< . l'l'f ' 'llrc L'i lb./in .' Aht . Prt! ure :i .l) lb . /!:'1 .1 
.\bf. l'm1ut1 5.5 lb./ln.• Trep. G.auce Ptt-Jiurt :!1 . B 1n. \·~. ~~~~t Pr· ~~urt :.!•). 711 in. V&e. lAuze Preuu~ 1 ~ . i ~ ln. V&c. Glurc i'resnzt1 U 7 3 ln. V&c . ... 1!'\.lt'n. Temp. S6.J• F . ) IS:H'n. Ttmp. 8t.:!• F.) IS~ L ·n . Ttmp. 6.5 .7' f . ) (~l"n . Tcmo. 69 .11 • r.) 
-,. II s \" II ~ \" II ~ v II ! 
Ut al'n.) (7 .2~m (87 .0:11 (1) . 172;1 !G.S-1:!1 18i. iU C0. 17Z8J t:i.nn, I!!'Ul) (0.1730) (5. 128) (S!l .Ol) (0 .17311 
60 7.351 87.58 0.1738 ·g~9·.os 70 7.497 89.10 .171)7 6.657 0.1754 5.979 89.06 0.1742 5.428 39.04 0.1732 80 7.642 90.62 .1795 6.786 !W.6U .1782 6.096 90.58 1 .1771 5.fJ33 90.56 .1761 90 7.787 92.15 .1823 6.915 92.13 l .1810 6.213 !J2.12 .1799 5.638 92.10 .1789 100 7.9:!2 93.70 0.1851 7.044 93.68 0.1838 6.329 9~.fi7 1 0.18~7 5.743 93.64 I 0.1817 110 8.077 95.26 .1879 7.173 95.~4 .1866 6A.t5 9.J.22 I .1855 5.849 95.~0 i .1844 I 120 8.222 96.83 .1906 7.302 I 9fi.81 .1893 6.562 96.791 .1882 5.955 I 9fi.77 
.1872 1 130 8.367 98.42 .1933 7.~31 ~!:SAil .1920 6.G78 98.38 .1009 6.061 98.36 .1899 
140 8.522 100.01 .1960 7.560 .99.99 .1947 G.795 99.98 .1936 6.168 I 99.96 .1925 
150 8.667 10l.C2 0.1986 7.689 1101.60 0.1974 6.912 101.58 0.1962 6.274 
1 
101.57 o.1952 I 
160 8.812 103.23 .2013 7.818 103.22 .2000 7.029 103.20 .1~89 6.380 103.19 .19i8 . 
170 8.957 10.t.86 .2039 7.947 104.85 .2026 7.146 104.83 .2015 6.485 I 104.82 .2oo .t I 
180 9.102 106.51 I .2065 8.076 1106.49 .2052 7.263 106A8 .2041 6.589 : 106.47 1 .2030 I 190 9.247 1 108.16 .2091 8.205 108.14 .2078 7.380 108.13 .2066 6.195 1 108.12 .2056 I 
200 9.387 109.82 0.2116 8.334 l to9 .81 0.2103 7.497 109.80 0.2092 6.8ot I 109.78 0.2081 i 
210 9.532 111.50 I .21.u 8.463 1111.49 .2128 7.614 111..48 .2117 6.907 1 111.46 .2107 I 
220 ·•.677 113.!9 .2166 8.592 1 11 3.18 .2153 7.731 113.1" .2142 7.013 113.15 .2132 I 
230 9.822 114.88 .2191 8.721 114.88 .2178 7.8~8 11-t.Sb .2167 7.120 I 114.84 1 .2157 I 240 9.967 116.59 .2216 8.850 116.59 .2203 7.965 116.57 .2192 7.226 116.55 .2181 i 
250 10.11 118.31 0.2240 8.979 118.31 0.2228 8.082 118.29 1 0.2216 7.332 118.27 1 o.22o5 I 
260 10.25 120.04 .~264 9.108 120.03 .2252 8.199' 120.02 .2240 7.438 1 120.00 .2230 i 270 10.40 121.78 .2288 9.237 121.77 .22i6 8.316 1:.1.76 .226-l 7.54-l 121.7-i I .2254 1 
280 10.54 123.53 .2312 9.366 123.52 .2300 8.422 123.51 .'2288 7.651 123.49 .2278 I 
290 10.69 125.30 .2336 ~.495 12.3.29 .2323 8.538 125.28 .2312 7.758 125.26 I .2302 : 
300 10.83 127.09 0.2359 9.624 I 127.08 0.2347 8.654 127.07 0.2336 7.864 ! 127.05 I 0.2325 I 
310 10.97 128.88 .2383 9.753 1120.88 .2310 8.771 125.56 1 .2359 7.9 ... 0 I 128.85 1 .23~9 1 
320 11.12 130.68 .2406 9.882 130.68 .2394 8.887 131 . . 67 .2383 8.077 l 130.65 .2372 
330 11.26 132.50 .2429 10.01 132.49 .2417 9.003 132.48 .2~ 06 8.182 i 132.47 I .2395 
340 11.40 134.32 .2452 10.14 j 134.:32 .2440 9.120 134.31 1 .2429 8.287 134.29 .2418 : 
350 11.54 136.16 0.2475 10.27 136.16 0.2463 9.236 136.1~ I 8.392 136.13 1 0.2441 
360 11.69 138.01 0.2498 10.39 138.01 . 2485 9.352 13':.99 . 8.497 13'".98 .2464 i 
370 10.52 139.86 0.2508 9.468 139.85 8.602 139.84 1 0.2486 ! 
·"bs. Prmurt 6.0 lb./in.1 .\bs . rr-e. ·ut! 6.5 lb./ln. 1 
Tftllt'. Glu~:e Preo;<u~ li. il in. \"~ Cs.u1e P~ oru~ lli . fi~ fn. \'ae. 
• r. (Solt'n. Trmp. iJ.r• F.l (5-l t'n. Tc!:~p. 77.J• F.) 
(AL .:.l'n.) (j .QO~) ! S!l .~,SJ i (O . li:IJ J 1-l . G~ul (!JO .lOl (0 .17Jll 
80 5.066 90.54 0.1751 4:671 90.52 0.1743 
90 5.163 92.08 I .1719 4.762 92.06 .1771 
100 5.260 93.62 I 0.1807 4.853 93.60 0.1799 0.1 83 
110 5.357 95.18 i .1835 4.944 95.16 .18:.7 .1 11 
120 5.454 96.76 
I 
.1862 5.035 96.74 . 1654 38 . 
130 5.551 98.35 .1889 5.125 98.33 .18Sl 65 I 
140 5.649 99.95 .1916 5.'215 99.93 .190 :1 92 ! 
150 5.746 101.56 ! 0.1943 5.305 101.54 0.1934 o. 919 I 
160 5.843 103.17 .1969 5.394 103.16 .1~til • 945 ' 
170 5.940 104.80 ! .1995 5.484 104.79 .1987 .1971 I 
180 6.037 106.45 
I 
.2021 5.573 106.43 .2013 .199 
190 6.134 108.10 .2047 5.663 108.09 .203S ·- :.3 
o._ -ts l 200 6.233 109.77 I o.20i2 5.752 1109.75 
210 6.330 111.44 .2097 !) ,8-H 1111.43 .2 'i3 
.21. l 220 6.427 113.13 .2122 5.9:30 113.11 
.:.. 2:1 230 6.525 1H.S3 .21~7 6.021 1114.81 
.2HS I 240 6.622 116.54 .2172 6.110 116.52 ; 
250 6.719 118.~6 0.2197 5.~00 j us.24 o.~liJ 1 
260 6.816 119.99 .22:..1 6.290 119.97 .2ltl1 I 
270 6.913 1:?1.73 .22~ .5 6.3S1 i 121.71 . 2:!~ 1 1 . ~ 2 -l ;i i 
280 7.011 123.-tS .2269 6.410 . 123.4 6 .2~69 
290 7.108 1!!5.25 I .!!293 6.558 i 125.23 I I 0.22~2 
300 7.205 127.04 ! 0.2316 6.647 1127.02 
.2316 
310 7.302 128 .8 ~ .23-tl} 6.73i . 128.82 .2:139 
320 7.398 1~0.6 4 .23 13 3 6.821 I 1311.63 .!:!:If):! 
330 7.495 132..t6 I .~386 6.91 ';' 132A4 .2:H~5 
340 7.591 13·1.::!8 .2409 7.008 I 134.27 
0.2.t32 jJ)97 I 13 .11 l :lfi Ol'( O.::! ·lOR 350 7.687 13G.12 l :l7 .!l:l .~ 1:1 1 
360 7.784 l:Si .97 . ~.t55 I .186 13':.!.l6 l :l9.i~ . .~~ .-,:J I 
370 7.830 139.83 .2-tli ':' .2i4 1 3~ .S2 Hl t1i . :?~-; ti 
380 7.975 Hl.IO i o::~~~ 7.362 1 141.~: 1-J3.56 0 .2~!>81 390 
Trm11. 
.... 
PROI•EHTIES OF SL'PEHHEA TED \'AI•OR-Continued 
Abt . l'n'nurt !I u lb n ·: 1 
Cau;: t l'rT-.urt I :1. .: I 1 n. \'.It . 
1~1"11 . lrmp. ~lj ' • ' t' . l 
.\l1\ . Prr !Urt !I U l!J : 111 • 
G•u.:r l'ru,ur· II Gu 10. \·~c . 
t:-J :·n. Trrr.v . !!:.:.:.·f. I 
.\tJi t'rr.-urT 10 n lh / In • 
G.1uce 1-'rt>sure 1:1 l i 111 \"a• . 
l~t·n lrmp . !li.l:' f . I 
.\1" '""'u"' II lb I ln.1 
Csu,;r l"r"'un 7 •,:t ln. Vac. 
tS&t•u Trmp . 10:!.4• r .1 
II \" II S \' II \' II 5 
1.\1 ~~:;·-' -H-~-;:-8· " 5-:! ~-~--r-,-~,~:~\-1 -~-,:l-1 ;-~-,~--jrt-7:(:1:-:. ~:::-:1:-:ll-t! -:-~ ,::-::.,. !:-:1-;-; .. ,.":"""1 -t! 7:( u~. l:-:i-::t:!:":"l---t1-,::l-:-. l::ll-11 ~i -:-(~:-::~:-::~-:-~-~. ~ -(0--:~ 1.-:i·.--:t ~-:--fjf-1-:!_M_t ~-, 1__.!._1_~.-:l -l! ,-, -f-(-0 .-1-H-71 
,. 
lOfl 3.924 I 93.:;1. 0.1i';fi !l.481 I 93.52 0.1763 3.12.-S : 93.48 I 0.1751 
no :um~ u: •. 12 .1R04 a.:,.t7 !l:J.08 .11n :u8:~ 9r...u4 .1779 
120 .~.0';3 %R.I .lo~l 3.Gl~ 9G.f>6 i .1819 3.242 9G.62 . .181)1) 
130 4.147 98.28 .1.:,-,8 :U.i7!J ~Hi.~5 , .18-lG !l.:F•l 98.21 .1834 
140 4.221 ! D!J.88 I .188.j 3.74:, 99.84 I .1872 3.3t11 99.81 .18611 
150 4.295 ! 101.48 0.1912 3.810 ' 101.45 i 0.1899 I 3.420 101.41 I 0.1887 
160 ..J.::iG!J 11113.111 .E1 ~8 3.87-1 :103.07 I .192~ ! 3.4 () 103.03 .1914 
170 4.4-12 : 10.L';".t .1%4 3.V·!O .104 .70 .HI~ 1 3.529 104.G6 . 1~.;() 
180 -1.515 . l(IG.38 .l~~)tl 4.1104 106.34 l .l!.lii 3.:J!J9 · 1!16.31 .HH":fl 
190 4.568 1108.tl-1 .2016 4.070 :108.oo 1 .2uo::: 3.G.:J8 · 107.96 .1991 
200 4.661 10!1.71 .0.2041 4.135 i109.67 I 0.2028 3.716 109.G3 0.201i 
210 4.734 I 111.38 .20fi6 4.199 :111.35 i .2054 3.7i4 . 111.32 .2042 
220 -1.80'; ~ 113.fJ7 .20!)1 4.21ifi ·113.0..: ,. .2()79 3.832 . 113.()1 .2067 
~~g 1:g~g i ii~:~~ : :~U~ !:~~g i iit~~ t :gg~ ~:~~~ ; ii~:I~ :~~i~ 
250 !).024 1118.20 0.2166 4.4GO 1118.17 I 0.2153 4.010 : 118.1-1 0.21-H 
260 5.0% 119.!.13 .21!)0 .t.;;z:~ ·n9.91 I .21';'7 4.068 1119.87 .2166 
270 5.168 ! 12l.G7 .2:!14 4.5Vll ;121.64 ; .2201 4.12fi 1121.61 .2190 
280 5.2-10 ! 12:t-t2 .:!:2:~8 4.1156 :123.40 .2225 4.18~ I 123.31 .2214 
290 5.313 1125.19 .22fil 4.721 :125.17 .224!:1 4.243 1125.15 j .2237 
300 5.387 ~· 126.98 0.2285 4.787 ;126.96 l 0.2273 4.302 1 126.94 ! 0.~~{i~ 
310 !i.460 128.78 .2309 4.852 :12S.i6 .2:Z9G 4.360 : 128.74 ! .~:!S .> 
320 5.533 1130.58 .2332 •1.918 !130.57 .2319 4.419 ; 130.54 I .2308 
330 5.607 132.40 · .23:;5 4.983 132.39 I .23~3 4A7i i 13:2.3() .2331 
340 .s.682 l 13.t.23 ; .2318 5.048 134.21 I .236(i 4.537 ,. 134.19 1 .23:>4 
350 5.756 1136.0i ·o.2401 5.112 !13G.o5 i o.2388 4.596 136.03 j o.2377 
360 5.830 137.92 ! .2424 5.178 !'137.90 l .2.H1 4.656 1137.88 .2400 
370 5.904 139.i8 i .::!447 5.243 ,139.76 i .243-1 4.714 139.i4 .2422 
380 5.975 141.66 I .2470 5.307 ~ 141.64 I .2-156 -1.7';2 ~ 141.62 .2445 
390 6.047 1-! 3.55 .0.2492 5.372 ll -13.f·2 .2479 4.829 ! 143.50 .246'; 
400 : .. • . • 5.436 1
1
1·4·5·.4·1· I 0.2501 4.887 1145.39 I 0·.2·4·8·9· 
410 I ..... I ..... 
Tamp. 
• F'. 
(.\t sat'n.) 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
3i0 
380 
3!)0 
.(00 
410 
420 
-130 
Ails. PrPs~rt 1~ lh. •in.= 
C;J u~:t Prr•::urt !; . ~. o in. \';~ ~ . 
(Sa t'n. T«m:>. ltl6 .s• F'. l 
(:! . G:!~ I 
2.640 
2.689 
2.738 
2.788 
2.838 
2.888 
2.938 
2.987 
3.037 
3.086 
3.135 
3.184 
3.234 
3.263 
3.332 
3.382 
4.431 
3.4";9 
3.528 
3.578 
3.6~7 
3.676 
3.725 
3.'ii4 
3.823 
3.872 
3.92:! 
3Jl-;'2 
4.0~1 
.t.Clt19 
4.117 
( !l~.4ul 
94.9i 
96.53 
98.14 
!\9.73 
1101.34 
1 102.!)7 
1
104 .60 
106.25 
10';.90 
I 109.;)j 
111.2G 
112.93 
114.6:l 
11G.36 
I 118.0S 
I 119.S1 
1 1~1.55 123.31 
1125.09 
112(;. s 
I 12S.G8 
! 1SOA3 
113:!.31 
113-1.14 
1135.% 
1 :1 i.S:~ 
1:1~.li9 
i l41.57 
I
. 143.45 
145.34 
Hi.:!5 
i 
(O.l7:i•ll 
0.1159 
.1'i8G 
.1813 
.1s.:o 
0.1867 
.1894 
.1920 
.1946 
.19i:! 
1
0.19!'17 
.202~ 
1
.2047 
.20';2 
.~091 
!o.2121 
' .214G 
1
.2170 
.2194 
.2218 
:o.22-11 
.2265 
.2~ f;8 
.::!.>11 
.23:)-t 
10.~357 .2:)80 .:.4Cl~ 
.~ J:!5 
.~.J-17 
0.24G9 
0.2491 
.\l>s. l'rururt l:t lb./in 1 
\..tu:e l'reswrt 3Au in \'J!. 
(s.tt'n. 'Iemp. 111.0" F'. l 
(!U351 
2.477 
2.522 
2.5G7 
2.613 
2.659 
2.704 
2.749 
2.795 
2.841 
2.88i 
2.9~3 
2.979 
3.025 
3.071 
3.117 
3.162 
3.:ws 
3.254 
3.300 
3.~4;) 
3.3!11 
~.4:1ti 
3.4til 
3.52t1 
:3.51~ 
:Uili 
:ttl::! 
:~.707 
3.752 
;3,';97 
3.841 
(95.0 ) 
96 .51 
I 
98.10 
99.70 
1101.31 
1102.94 
1
104.57 
106.21 
1 10';.87 
109.~ 4 
111.23 
112.92 
114.62 
116.33 
~ 11 8.05 
i 119.79 
11::!1.53 
,123.29 
' 125.07 
1. 126 .~ 12S.66 130A7 
113~.29 
!} 3-U2 
135.96 
137. 1 
13! .6 
l·U .56 
14;].·H 
145.33 
IH7.24 
1 1·4·9--~ ~ 
co.1 ;sJ> 
0.1778 
1 .18()5 
1 .1832 
I
. 0.1858 
.1885 
.1911 
.1~37 
.1963 
o._ .. u~ 1 
I .... < :~ 0.2505 I ... . . 
.~hs. Prt•'llrt H IIJ./in.= 
Glu~e l'rtutn 1.~:! 111. Yu. 
tS:t'n. Temp. lH .!l ~ F". l 
t2.Z11) 
2.291 
2.334 
2.377 
2.421 
2.465 
2.508 
2.550 
2.593 
2.6"5 
2.678 
(9:i .Gii) 
96.47 
98.06 
99.66 
0.1770 
.1797 
.1823 
l .:!~ S3 
. r: .'l 
0.2-'9'7 
2.887 
2.!.141 
3. 9::. 
3.049 
3.103 
3.157 
3.211 
3.255 
3.319 
3.373 
3.426 
3.480 
3.;:.33 
3.586 
3.639 
3.692 
3.745 
3.798 
3.852 
3.906 
3.960 
4.014 
4.068 
4.122 
4.175 
4.229 
4.283 
4.336 
4.389 
4.441 
4.493 
95.01 
96.58 
98.17 
99.77 
101.38 
103.00 
104.G3 
10G.28 
107.93 
109.60 
111.28 
112.97 
114.67 
116.38 
118.10 
~ 119.84 
; 121.58 
: 123.34 
. 125.12 
. 126.91 
128.71 
. 130.51 
I 132.33 
I 134.16 
I 0.1769 
.1796 
I
I .1823 
I 
.1850 
0.1877 
.1903 
I .1929 .1955 
1 .1981 
1
1 
0.2006 
.2032 
.2057 
.2082 
.2106 
0.2131 
.2155 
.2179 
.2203 
.2227 
0.2250 
.2274 
.2298 
.2321 
.2344 
I I I 136.oo o.2367 
. 137.85 .2389 
l 139.71 .2412 
: 141.59 .2434 j 143.48 1 .2457 
1 145.37 I 0.2479 
147.28 0.2501 
Ah~. Pus<urt 16 tb./1n.' 
Gau~t l'rhsurt 1.3 lb./in.' 
· 1 SJt'n. Trmp.J :!:!.1" F. t 
C:!.DlH l 
3.042 
3.079 
3.115 
3.152 
(96. i :! ) 
97.99 
99.59 
101.20 
102.83 
104.46 
106.11 
107.77 
109.44 
111.13 
112.83 
114.:.: 3 
116.~4 
117.96 
119.70 
121.45 
123.21 
124.99 
126.78 
128.58 
130.39 
13:!.21 
134.04 
135.88 
13'" .74 
139.60 
141 .47 
143.36 
145.26 
i47.17 
149.10 
151.03 
(O .li&o) 
0.1782 
.1809 
0.1835 
.1862 
.1888 
.1914 
.1940 
0.1965 
.1991 
.2016 
.2041 
.2065 
0.2090 
.2114 
.2138 
.2162 
.2186 
0.2210 
.2233 
.2257 
.2280 
.2303 
0.2326 
.2349 
.2371 
.2394 
.2H6 
0.2438 
.2~60 
.2482 
0.250.( 
64 
'ft~tp. 
• r. 
PROPERTIES OF SUPERHEATED VAPOR-Continued 
.\bs. rrr,,urc .U-Ib:/ln:T 
O:luce frti1UI"'' J .J lb./m.: 
(S;rt'r.. Trmo. I:;$.o" F . I 
II 
Abs. l"rr'· ure :.!0 lb./m.J 
C..iu;:r l1rfs•UIT 3.J lh .t ill. t 
!SaL'n. Trmp. 1:11 .6" f . I 
I II \' 
.\IJ; . Prr .. urr ·~ i lb 1 1•1 . : 
C..ul~ l't~•.Urt' ! IJ.J lb./in.: 
!S-lt'n. Trmp. Hi.s• F. l 
.\b!. PrrHure 20 lb./ln.: 
G.lu~:e Prr"urt l.5 .:J lb./ln.: 
l~t'n. Ttl!\ll . l.)!l.l" F' . l 
II I s \' I II ~ I (~A~t~~l~:~dir(~;~.~~~~~~-1~(~~~~~. ~~~~~~~ ~(U~~~~~~6~1~~~~ ~:~:~~~~~-.~.-~~~S~. ~~ti-14-(-~-.~~~-~-~~-(l-.J-1;-I~-~-l.V-V•.•-j0•-)•~~--~V-.l-i-i~-.)~--~~-. l-U~-I~~ ~l-0~-1 .l-j-J~-(0-.l-:-~;-1 ; 
140 1.833 99.51 .1795 1.6~0 I 99.43 0.1783 : : : : : . . . . . • . . • • I . . . . . . .... ~~ }:~gi ~~~:~~ i 0:i~~~ 1' i:~~; 1 i~~:~~ 0:i~~~ t~~~ I~. ~ggj~ i oj~H ·~:~~~ I 1:oi.~i I o:i~~6 ! 
170 1.935 104.39 .1375 1.';'34 ' 10-t.:-!2 i .1862 1.373 104.14 : .1337 1.132 I 103.96 I .1816 
1
1
90
80 1.968 106.04 1 .19tH 1.763 ! 10;j.91 I .1883 1.398 10;1.8u · .!863 1.153 ! 105.62 
1 
.1842 
2.002 107.71 .1926 1.796 ! 107.64 .1914 1.423 I 107.47 : .1889 1.173 I 107.29 I .1868 
200 2.036 109.39 0.1952 1.827 I 109.32 0.1940 1.448 I 109.15 I 0.1915 1.194 ! 108.97 I 0.1894 I 
210 2.069 111.08 .1977 1.857 111.01 .1966 1.472 110.84 I .1940 1.215 I 110.67 .1919 I 
220 2.103 112.77 .2003 1.887 112.70 .1991 1.497 112.54 I .1966 1.236 ,. 112.37 1 .1945 I 
230 2.136 114.47 I .2028 1.917 114.40 .2016 1.522 114.25 : .1991 1.~~7 . 11~.08 .1970 I 
240 2.169 116.18 .2052 1.947 116.12 .2041 1.546 i 115.% I .2015 1.- ,8 I 11;).80 .1995 ! 
225600 22 .. 220336 117.90 I 0.2077 1.977 ! 117.84 0.2065 1.571 I 117.69 i 0.2040 1.299 i 117.53 I 0.2019 ,. 
119.64 .2101 2.007 1 119.58 1 .2090 1.595 I 119.44 l .2064 1.320 I 119.28 I .~044 
210 2.269 121.39 I .2125 2.037 121.33 .2114 1.619 . 121.19 : .2089 1.341 II 121.03 1 .20118 
280 2.303 123.15 .2149 2.068 123.09 .2133 1.643 
1
. 12~.95 ; .2113 1.36!! 122.80 .2092 I 
290 2.336 124.92 .2173 2.098 ~ 1~4 .. 87 .2162 1.667 1:!4.73 • .2137 1.382 124.59 .2116 I 
300 2.370 126.72 I 0.2197 2.128 126.67 0.2185 1.691 I 126.53 I 0.2160 1.402 11 126.39 I 0.2140 i 
310 2.~03 128.53 I .2220 2.158 123.47 .2209 1.71G I 128.34 ! .2184 1.422 128.20 ,. .21U3 !· 
320 2.436 130.34 .2244 I 2.187 130.23 .2232 1.741 I 130.16 ' .2207 1.442 130.02 .2187 I 
330 2.469 132..16 .2267 2.217 1:32.10 .2255 1.763 131.98 I .2231 1.462 131.85 .2:210 I 
340 2.502 133.99 .2290 2.247 133.94 .2278 1.789 1 133.82 : .2254 1.483 133.69 ! .2233 
350 2.535 135.83 0.2313 I 2.277 135.78 0.2301 1.813 135.66 i 0.227i 1.503 13.).54 i 0.2256 
360 2.569 137.69 .2336 2.308 137.64 I .2324 1.833 137.52 1 .2300 1.524 137.40 I .2279 
370 2.602 139.55 .2358 2.338 139.50 .2347 1.862 139.39 1 .2322 1.545 139.27 l .2302 
380 2.635 141.43 ~31 2.368 141.38 I .2369 1.886 141.26 .2345 1.565 H1.15 I .2324 
390 2.667 143.32 .2403 2.398 143.27 .2392 1.910 143.15 1 .2367 1.585 143.05 .2347. 
400 2.700 145.22 0.2425 2.427 145.17 0.2414 1.933 145.05 l 0.2389 1.604 144.95 I 0.2369 i 
410 2.733 147.13 .2447 2.456 u .... os .2.t36 1.957 1 146.97 .2411 1.624 146.86 .2391 
420 2.765 149.05 .2-169 2A85 . 149.01 .2458 1.981 148.9{) .2433 1.645 148.79 .2413 
430 2.797 150.99 .0.2491 2.515 150.94 .2480 2.005 150.83 i .2455 1.665 150.73 I .2435 
440 • • • • • • • . . • . • • . • 2.544 152.89 0.2501 2.029 152.73 ! .2477 1.685 152.68 .2.t5i : 
450 • • . . • • • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • • . • • • 2.052 1.5.4 .. 7. 4. I 0.2498 1.706 154.65 ,~ 0.2479 
460 • • • • • • . . . • . • . . • . . • . • • • . • • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • 1.726 156.62 o.25oo 1 
TtiiiU. 
• F. 
~.\t ..aL'R.) 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
. 320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
.C40 
.a:;o 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
.Ur;. t'n>s:swc 3:i lb./111.: 
r.:su;.'"l! l'lt--'urr :!0.3 lb.iin.: 
(SJt'n. Ttmp. lli, ,Oo F . l 
(0.9:iSO) 
0.9594 
0.9780 
0.9963 
1.015 
1 .033 
1.051 
1.069 
1.088 
1.106 
1.124 
1.142 
1.160 
1.177 
1.19il 
1.212 
1.230 
1.248 
1.266 
1.284 
1.302 
1.319 
1.336 
1.3.)3 
1.370 
1.383 
lAtl:i 
1.422 
1.439 
1.457 
1.414 
1.491 
(lO:;. GUJ 
103.77 
105.43 
107.10 
108.79 
110.49 
112.20 
113.91 
115.63 
117.37 
119.12 
120.88 
122.66 
124.45 
126.26 
128.07 
1-9.89 
131.72 
133.56 
13.)..t1 
137.27 
139.1;) 
141.03 
142.93 
144.8~ 
1-tti.l.i 
HS.f.S 
150.6:! 
i;12.5S 
I 1.i4 .. i-t 
1;, ~.:i2 
158.51 
(tl . l ; !)j ) 
0.1797 
.1824 
.1850 
0.1876 
.1901 
.1927 
.1952 
.1977 
0.2002 
.2026 
.2051 
I .2075 
I .2099 
; 0.212:? 
.:.1-tfi 
.21 ~9 
.2193 
.2216 1 
0.2239 
I i)•)(i•"l 
i :~~85 
I 
.:!307 
.23:!9 
0.23:12 
.:2:~7 4 
I .:!3!)fi 
I 
.241S 
.2HO 
. 0.:!41.1 
l .~4~1 
. 0.2505 
Abi.. Prts.~ure ~0 lb./ln.' 
ro.~u::e rre~·u~ :!:i.:llb./ in.t 
tNt'n. TtmCI. 1 Ci.!l• F. I 
(O . S~:l:il 
0.8462 
.8627 
0.8791 
.8953 
.911-l 
.9274 
.9435 
0.9596 
.9756 
0.9915 
1.008 
1.023 
1.0:38 
1.0:14 
1.070 
1.085 
1.101 
1.111 
1.133 
l.HS 
1.164 
1.17!) 
1.194 
1.2lt) 
1.2:!5 
1.:!-W 
l.::!.JG 
1.2';1 
1 . 2 ~ G 
1.:10:! 
1.317 
(lOUitl) (0.150:!) 
105.26 0.1803 
106.94 .1834 
1
108.62 0.1860 
110.32 .1885 
I 112.03 , .1911 
1113.74 1 .193o 
'1115.47 .1961 
117.21 I 0.1986 
118.9... .2010 
120.1-t I .2035 
1122.52 .2059 
j12·t31 I .2o8a 
t26.12 1 o 21o7 
127.94 . .2131 
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CLOSED ELECTRICAL APPARATUS CABINET 
EMBODYING A VAPORIZATION CHAMBER 
AND CABINET TOP THEREOF 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A cabinet for electrical equipment to be protected from 
a·- hostile environment comprising a se~led top section 
consisting of a vaporization chamber containing 
trichlorotriflueroethane, with the upper surface having 
a generally recessed polyhedral shap~ to promote accumulation 
of condensate at the roof of the vaporization chamber to 
replenish the liquid to the chamber base. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
10 This invention relates to a housing for electrical apparatus 
providing, in an overall light a~d r i gid structure, total 
isolation of the electrical apparatus from ambient conditions 
while preserving excellent heat transfer proficiency. 
When electrical apparatus must be placed inside an enclosure, 
it is necessary to prevent temperature build-up due to heat 
accumulation in, or around, the electrical parts. Usually 
external air is blown inside and through the enclosure in 
order to evacuate the accumulated heat. However, it is not 
desirable to do so when the equipment is operated 1n a dirty, 
20 hostile atmosphere, since particles introduced into the enclosure 
could cause electrical defects. 
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It is known to cool electrical equipment with air- to-
air or l i-qui d-to-1 i quid or 1 i quid-to-air heat exchan.gers 
in direct contact with the critical electrical parts (for 
instance electrodes) or rather with a heat sink~ . in order 
to remove the heat toward a heat dissipator. 
It is also known to remove the heat of an el ectrical 
apparatus with a heat pipe, e.g. a sealed 6ff device 
containing a liquid which is vaporized on a side exposed 
to the heat sink ~ and condensed on the side exposed t o the 
10 heat dissipater . Vaporization chambers are known whi ch 
contain a fluid which takes up heat by vapori za tion against 
a hot wall, the vapor being spread onto a cool wall where 
it is being condensed and returned by gravity for reuse 
along the hot wall thereof. The essenti al di s tin ction 
between a heat pipe and a vapori zat ion chamber, resides 
in that the former carries away the vaporized fluid and 
returns the condensate across a smaller cross section and 
along a longer path, someti mes with the assist of a wick 
element utilizing capillary action . 
20 SUMMARY OF THE INVENT ION 
·The present invention res ides 1n using a vaporization 
chamber as the top section of an enclosure housing _totally 
enclosed electrical apparatus, so that the heat generated 
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by the electrical apparatus is absorbed QY t he l ower su rface 
of the vaporization chamber, whil~ the condensate of the vapor-
ized fluid is being returned by gravity from the top surface 
of the vaporization chamber used as a heat dissipater. 
The invention distinguishes over vaporization chamber, 
or heat pipes, of the prior art in that the cooling structure 
itself is part of the overall housing structure of the 
electrical apparatus. rather than being merely a ctioling 
device embodied within a predetermined bessel structure . . 
The invention also provides for a working fluid within the 
vaporization chamber. having a temperature of vaporization 
10 at one atmosphere pressure which is under the critical 
temperature of the enclosed electric apparatus so tha t t he 
vapor build-up within the vaporization chamber substantially 
remains at the ambient atmospheric pressure. As a result, 
. 
no particular reinforcing structure is needed, in general, 
for the vaporization chamber. 
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The invention, further provides that the metallic wall 
defining the surfaces of the Vaporization ·chamber , in parti cul ar 
the heat evaporator and the heat dissipater of the vaporizat ion 
chamber, are given a minimum thickness, with the addit i on al 
20 feature that areas of the heat dissipater are i nclined at 
an angle to the overall horizontal plane of t he to p surface 
which create internal protrusions in the vaporization chamb er 
which provide condensate return by gravity from the hea t 
dissipater, or condenser, to the surface of the working 
fluid, while at the same time providing structural reinforce-
ment compensating for the minimum thickness choseA. As a 
result, maximum heat dissipation at the top surface and maxi-
mum condensate return circulation are obtained in conjunction 
with improving the housing structure solidity . 
The invention will be~more fully understood from a 
consideration of the preferred embodiment described 
hereinafter as an tllustration ·of how the invention can 
best be readily carried into practice. 
BRIEF DESCRIPfiON OF THE DRAWINGS 
10 Figure 1 shows the cabinet acco rding to the present _ 
invention . 
Figure 2 show another il lustration of t he resent 
invention with an amovable va pori zati on cha er or ing 
the top section of a cabinet containin e e a e ip ent 
to be protected from the outs ide . 
THE PREFERRED EMBODI MENT OF 
Figure 1 represents an electr 
apparatus, preferrable for compu t e e · 
e ectrical 
ef1 ned 
between a top surface having fo ur a ce ~ , 3, 4 and 
20 a bottom surface having four apices 9, 1 , 11 , 12. This 
This cabinet has seal-proof metallic walls (1, 2, 3, 4) 
(9, 10, 11, 12) (1' 4, 9, 12)' (4, 12 , 11 , 3)' (10, 11 ' 3, 2) 
and (9, 10, 2, 1), within which two seal ed compartments 
AR and VC are provided. The AR compartment contains the 
electrical equipment in the form_of electronic components 
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and electrical supply thereof, mounted on racks (not shown) 
across the vertical walls. Preferablly, the AR compartment 
contains the entire package of a minicomputer. 
The VC compartment is sealed and constitutes essentially 
a vaporization chamber defined between planes (5, 8, 7, 6) 
and (1, 2, 3, 4) at the top ·of the cabinet. A sufficient 
quantity of trichlorotrifluoroethane (Freon ·113) or other 
suitable working fluid is enclosed within compartment VC 
so as to maintain .at all times a layer of liquid on the lower 
10 surface (5, 6, 7, 8) even when some of the liquid has been 
vaporized therefrom. This layer is replenished by liquid 
which is continuously returned in the form of condensate from 
beneath the top surface (1, 2~ 3, 4) i.e., c continuous 
cyclic flow of working fluid is created. 
The temperature of vaporization of Freon 113 is ll7°f 
at 0 p.s.i.g. (47°C at one atmosphere). 
The apparatus enclosed in the AR compartment may for 
. instance be a computer, its power sypply and auxillary 
circuitry. It is desirable that the equipment contained 
20 in the cabinet not be subjected to temperatures 132°F (55°C). 
This would require an evacuation of excess heat through 
the heat sink or condenser surface (5, 6, 7, 8) of .the 
vaporization chamber in the order of 1.5 to w kilowatts. 
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· Considering the ususal dimensions of a m~nicomputer with properly 
distributed tacks of components, this excess of heat represents 
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an evacuatja-n -of the order of 3 watts/square inch of the 
heat sink surface or more, depending on cabinet dimensions. 
For such requirement, the distance between the two planes 
defining the heat sink and heat dissipater of the vaporization 
chamber VC is selected to be between 2 and 6 inches when 
Freon 113 is used as the working fluid. 
The thermodynamics of operat~on of a vapori zation chamber 
is well known. The heat received through the heat sink 
(5, 6, 7, 8) converts an equivalent quantity of liquid into 
10 vapor (latent heat of vaporization) which reaches the cooler 
surface of the heat dissipater and gives up its l atent heat, 
then condenses and falls back back by gravity to the liquid 
reservoi~ . This process is self-sustaini~g and no exterior 
means other than the presence of a temperature gradient are 
necessary to evacuate the heated medium or supply working 
fluid to the reservoir, as would be the case in a normal 
heat exchanger using pumps or fans to move the working f l uid. 
Gravity dispenses from the provision of any particular means 
to force the c~rculation of the cooling medium. 
20 The choice of Freon 113 allows the vaporization chamber 
to be operative at normal atmospheric pressure at a gi ven 
temperature range. Therefore, there is no bu i ld-up·of pressu re 
inside the sealed compartment VC which othe rwi se vJou .Jd requtre 
reinforced wall structures. Normal cabinet \~alls can be used 
and the vaporization chamber may be serf-contained and 
assembled to form the top section of the cabinet structure. 
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In addition, special provision is made of a thin metallic 
wall for such cabinet structure. For instance an alumi num 
sheet can be used. The thinness of the metal is favorable 
in providing maximum effeciency in the heat transfer both 
for the heat sink or evaporator (5. 6. 7. 8) ·and the heat 
dissipater, or condenser (1, 2, 3, 4). This req uirement of 
a thin wall is satjsfied, in accordance with t he present 
10 invention, without any reduction in t he overall cabinet 
strength by providing at the t op-surface of the cabinet 
a certain configuration, as shown by planes A, B, D, C whi ch 
are defined by creases fo rmed in the metal and a dimpl~. 
This particular structura l feature of t he top of the cabinet 
enhances the efficiency of the v~porization cha ber by present-
ing to the vaporized fl uid inclined surfaces ~hi ch tend 
to accelerate the formation of heavy ace .a of liquid 
and cause the condensate to run fro t ~ e 
down to the poo 1 , or reservoir rest· .' 
20 heat sink or evaporator su rface. 
The cabinet, according to the p ese · 
t he chambet 
o ~ the 
on, i s made 
of sheet metal for the si de wa lls as well as for the top 
and the bottom sections. The heat diss ipate r of the 
vaporization chamber VC is a metal sheet which may be made 
integral with the four vertical cabinet walls. As earlier 
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explained, the thickness of the ·metal used is selected to 
-
be as small as acceptable for the cabinet strength . in order 
to strengthen the top section of the cabinet while keeping 
such · minimal acceptable metal thickness. As previously stated, 
inclined planes are formed to facilitate the return of the 
condensate by gravity from the heat dissipater down to the 
heat sink. The top surface may also be made disc-shaped, 
or incurvated, in any way to create and consist of a surface 
inclined dbwnward frQm the periphery. A similar structural 
10 shape may also be formed in the opposite direction, e.g., 
upward to strengthen the heat sink or condensor metal plates. 
Figure 1 shows four planes A, B, C, D de fi ned by creases 
extending in the top metal sheet from the peripneral apices 
1, 2, 3, 4, downward. As a result, t he roof of the vaporization 
chamber VC has a generally polyhedral shape providi ng pre-
ferential directions of flow along which the condensate 
accumulates and runs back down t o the ~ ass ,f flu i d in the 
liquid state. 
The heat sink (5, 6, 7, 8) of the a zation chamber 
preferrabley consists of a transverse late of metal integrally 
united with the side walls of the cabinet . The vaporization 
chamber VC does not carry andy _appreciable weight, no~ does 
it support any substantial pressure. It does not either 
occupy much space above the contained equipment. A unitary 
·.··,closed cabinet is thus provided ~vhich carries a top 
section entirely sealed from the outside, and in which a 
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heat transfer feature has been embodied as simply as possible, 
while only slightly changing the configuration and the overall 
dimensions of the cabinet without requiring the addition of 
any substantial part or weight, and that can easily be 
accommodated with a standard cabinet. 
The present invention may be carried out in different 
forms shown in Fig~re l. Figure 2 shows a typical top 
10 section for a cabinet according to the present invention. 
Figure 2 shows how typically the cabinet top according to the 
present invention is mounted on the upper part of the cabinet. 
The cabinet 20 is provided with flanges 2} al ong the upper 
part of the vertical metal plates on fo ur sides of the enclosure 
in which electrical components of the enclosed apparatus 
are mounted. The top section 22 is in the form of a sealed 
vaporizarion chamer, containing working fluid wh ich by 
gravity rests on the lower surface 23. The upper surface 24 
of the top section 22 exhibits creas at .25 fo r the pup rose 
20 described heretofore. Preferably, ut not necessarily, creases 
at 26 · are a 1 so provided in the metal sheet fo nni ng the lower 
surface 23. The heat sink, or evaporator, is constituted by 
the lower metal sheet 23, the heat dissipater, or condenser 
is found at 24 with the upper metal sheet . of the top section 
22. A platform 27 is provided which can be mounted easily 
laterally of the top section on a suppojting plate 32. On 
the platform are mounted pressure and temperature gauges 
28, 29 which are in communicati on with the vaporization 
chamber through an access port 30, prov~ded with a peripheral 
point 31 which can be sealed tight between the supporting 
plate 32 by bolts and screws 33. 
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It is possible to build vaporization chamber VC as a 
separate unit all sealed off in advance, and to build separately 
the equipment vessel . AR with all parts mounted inside as another 
10 unit. The two units are then assembTed, mounted and joined 
integrally in order to fonn the. cabi.net according to the 
present invention. 
Normally heat from the equipment vessel to the vaporization 
chamber is transferred to the heat sink by radiation, conduction, 
and convection. Provision can b~ made, ho.t necessarily, 
for an electric fan within the equipment vessel AR, in order 
to force circulation of the air enclosed in the cabinet 
toward and along the ~urface of the heat sink (5, 6, 7, 8} 
in order to increase heat exchange with the vaporization 
20 chamber. 
It is also possible to include within the equipment 
vessel one or more additional vaporization chambers, each 
azsociated with specific electrical components or parts of 
greater concern. These additional chambers would abandon 
heat from their heat dissipater _surfaces into the air space 
inside the equipment enclosure. In this fashion cascaded 
cooling may take place from down with the equipment vessel 
AR up to the main heat sink surface (5, 6, 7, 8) of the 
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main vaporization chamber VC according to the present invention. 
CLAIMS 
1 l o A cabinet for electrical equipment comprising an 
2 enclosure having side walls and bottom surfaces, a partition 
3 defintmg two compartments one on top of the other, the lower 
4 compartment containing electrical equipment and the top 
5 compartment being a sealed compartmeat forming a vaporization 
6 chamber defined between said partition as a heat sink and a 
7 heat dissipater serving as the top surface of said cabinet. 
1 2. The cabinet of claim 1, with said vaporization 
2 chamber containing liquid resting by gravity on said partition 
3 and having a vaporization temperature ·above 80°F and below 
4 120°F. 
1 3. The cabinet of claim2, with said liquid being 
2 trichlorotrifluoroethane. 
T 4. The cabinet of claim 2, with said top surface being 
2 recessed from a horizontal · plane defined by the highest points 
3 of the sidewalls of said cabinet. 
1 s: The cabinet of claim 4 with said top surface 
2 having a· plurality of planar surfaces inclined downward, 
3 the form factors of which promote the return of the condensate 
4 to the liquid on said partition. 
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1 6G The cabinet of claim 5 wi th satd top surface being 
2 made of metal sheet, and said planar surfaces being fo~med 
3 by folding of said metal sheet . 
1 7. A cabinet for electrical equipment comprising a 
2 bottom wall, four vertical side walls, an amovable top 
3 section adapted to be mounted di rectly on ~aid side walls 
4 to form a closed housing therewith , and means attached at 
5 least to said ~ide walls for sup porting t he electrical 
6 equipment inside said closed housing; ·with said top section 
7 consisting of a vaporization chamber. 
1 8. The cabinet of claim 7 with said top section having 
2 an upper metallic plate, a lower metallic plate and four 
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3 side plates, said upper, lower an~ side plates being integrally 
4 united to form a sealed chamber containing liquid trichloro-
5 trifluoroethane resting by gravity on said lower surface. 
1 9. The cabinet of claim 8 with said lower plate being 
2 a heat sink for said cabinet, and with said higher plate 
3 being a heat dissipater for said vaporization chamber. 
1 10. The cabinet of claim 9 with said upper plate 
2 having a plurality of planar surfaces inclined downward, 
3 the form factors of which promote the return of the con-
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4 densate from vapor evolving from said liquid. 
1 11. The cabinet of claim 10 with said lower, 
2 upper and side plates having a minimal thickness. 
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